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Crockett, Boone
history shown with
MSU lecturer's help
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Area historian Ted Belue has made
himself known for his extensive
research on American frontiersmen.
Tonight (Friday), The History
Channel will be featuring that knowledge and research.
"We felt that Ted would bring
something to the storytelling experience," said Gary Foreman, director
and one of the producers of the show.
"He knows what it is like to wear the
clothes, carry the weapons, etc."
"Boone and Crockett— the Hunter
Heroes" will air tonight at 7 p.m.,
Sunday at 11 p.m., and July 14 at 11
a.m.
When Belue met Foreman on the
set of "The Last of the Mohicans," he
had no idea they would later be work-

ing together.
Foreman called Belue months ago
telling him he was shooting a docudrama about the lives of Davy Crockett
and Daniel Boone, and that he wanted
Belue's help.
"People tend to confuse Crockett
and Boone," Belue, a senior lecturer at
Murray State University, said. "In a
bigger way, Boone and Crockett symbolize the American spirit."
Belue has been honored in
Contemporary Authors from 19981999 and International Authors and
Writers Who's Whofor 2001-2002. He
has also written and edited several
books and written articles on the
American frontier.
Belue said he wanted to tell the true
story, not enhance the folklore legends
surrounding these characters.

"The myth of Crockett is bigger
than the real man," Belue said.
Foreman said he feels most people
are so wrapped up in the Hollywood
image that they don't know the truth.
"They are two stories you've never
known but two names everyone
knows,""-Foreman said.
As a part of the production, Belue
wore many hats. He edited the script,
set up shots on the set, and appeared in
scholar commentaries.
He said one of the most difficult
things he was asked to do was set up
shots. "That was really nerve-racking
because he calls you out and says,
'Okay, so which way did the Indians
come from? Who was killed? Where
was everyone standing?"'
The scene Belue is most proud of is

•See Page2
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FRONTIER DAYS ... Ted Belue, Dr. Paul Hutton, co-writer and co-producer, Bill Chemerka,
scholar, and artist David Wright(kr) talk during filming of a segment on The History Channel
about Davey Crockett and Daniel Boone. This scene of the film was shot at Mansker's
Station in Goodlettsville, Tenn. The segment airs tonight.
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THURSDAY WRECK ... A member of Calloway County Fire/Rescue looks at the wreckage of an overturned vehicle on U.S. 641
yesterday.

Two women treated after 2-car crash
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two women were sent to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Thursday afternoon
following a two-vehicle accident.
Arvada L. McKnight, 65, 223 Stewart
Cemetery Road, Almo, was traveling north in
the right lane of Highway 641 North, near Coles
Campground Road, when she attempted to slow
down to cross over into the left lane of traffic.

A vehicle driven by Peggy Heiple, 69, 1131
Cross Road, Benton, was attempting to pass
McKnight's vehicle as it crossed over into the
left lane. McKnight's vehicle then struck the
right side of Heiple's vehicle.
Heiple's vehicle then lost control and
swerved down into the median. The vehicle
then came back onto the highway before swerving into the median again,causing it to flip over
on its top.

AP 1'

Heiple was trapped in the vehicle, but was
freed using the Jaws of Life. The Calloway
County Sheriff's Department and the Murray
Fire Department responded to the accident,
which occurred just past noon Thursday.
McKnight was treated and released at
MCCH for neck strain. Heiple was treated and
released for a cut to her left elbow and multiple
bruises.

FBI NOMINEE ... President Bush listens as Robert Mueller. his
nominee to head the FBI. speaks during a White )-use Rose
Garden ceremony Thursday in Washington

Watcher: Mueller must
move fast to save FBI

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
career, prosecutor President Bush
chose to head the FBI'must move
quickly to quell criticism that the
agency covers up mistakes, won't
cooperate with outside investigators
and bungles high-profile cases. FBI
removed. And the number of people watchers say.
who can legally alter records has
Robert Mueller, a Justice
been restricted.
Department veteran and former fedThe investigation involves'not eral prosecutor who has served
only the issuance of driver licenses under both Republican and
but also licensing records, according Democrat administrations, will
to the cabinet.'
inherit an FBI rocked by recent revLicensing records include refer- elations that it failed to hand over
ences to moving violations and other Oklahoma City bombing documents
infractions. Accumulating too many to defense attorneys and that veteran
infractions ban result in the loss of agent Robert Hanssen allegedly
driving privileges.
spied-for Moscow.
Licenses are-gso basic forms of
Lawmakers are calling for more
identification.

Probe leads to firing of driver license director
,FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state director of driver licensing has
been Turd and employees will be
barred from their office after hours
as a part of an ongoing investigation
into whether licensing records were
manipulated.
Cabinet
Transportation
spokesman Mark Pfeiffer said
Thursday authorities received an
allegation that licensing records
were being altered for pay. He
declined to provide further details.
--The Kentucky State Police and

the attorney general's office have
been brought into the investigation
because of "possible illegalities,"
according to a statement from the
cabinet.
Transportation Secretary Jim,
Codell said "additional actions" will
probably be taken as the investigation continues. Those include
unspecified "personnel actions."
Charles F. Brown, director of the
division, was terminated effective
on Friday, Pfeiffer said. Brown was
appointed by former Gov. Brereton
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Brown, who lives in Oldham
County, could not be reached for
comment. A message left on his
answering machine was not returned
Thursday evening.
The investigation apparently
began with a single report but has
been expanded to include "the entire
driver's licensing process," the cabinet's statement said.
Computer codes that allowed
generic access to the computerized
licensing system have been
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Clarification
The Brian Smith that resides at
516 Wyatt Drive in lcujciey, Ky., is
not the same Brian Smith that was
listed in Tuesday's police reports as
being arrested Saturday for charges
of possession of marijuana. contempt of court for failure to pay. and
contempt of court for failure to do
treatment. -.
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Mennonite denominations OK merger

Freedom Fest
readies to rumble
in Hardin Saturday

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The nation's two largest Mennonite
denominations approved a merger
Thursday, concluding nearly two
decades of negotiations.
The merger of the Mennonite
Church based in Elkhan, Ind., and
the General Conference Mennonite

HARDIN, Ky. — Prepare for a fast-paced,
action-packed night of entertainment for the
whole family with the return of Old School
Wrestling at 7:30 p.m. on July 7 at the Hardin
Community Center.
This Freedom Fest event will provide good.
clean fun for adults and children alike. Jamie
Phillips, one of the event organizers, says -the
goal of the evening is to put on an entertaining family show. Most of the
action is geared towards the kids.
"A lot of wrestling today has-become vulgar.." said Phillips, "but we
don't allow any profanity from the ring."
Someof the athletes scheduled to appear include Southern Pride,"Bad
Boy:: Phillips, Southern Thunder and the tag-team champions "Nasty"
Neal and Jack Diamond. They have come from across western
Tennessee, western Kentucky and Chicago. Ill., to battle it out in the ring
at Hardin.
Last year's event drew a crowd of between 100-150 people. This
year's organizers expect to see an even bigger turnout.
"We are hoping for between 200-250 people this year," Phillips said.
The doors will open at 6 p.m. and the show will begin at 7:30.
Refreshments will be available at the event. Admission is $7 for adults
and $5 for children to cover the cost of hiring the athletes. Children 5 and
under will be free.
For additional information. contact Jamie Phillips at (270) 767-3679
or Sherrie Phillips at ( 270) 753-5842.

• Crockett ...
From Page 1

No standard for tire safety
Firestone tires linked to 203 U.S.
traffic deaths, congressional invest'
gators have used claims data collected by tire companies in an effort
to rate tires. Tire makers say it is
misleading to draw conclusions
about safety from the data, and the
investigators acknowledge it is
imperfect because companies use
different methods to collect data.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government has five-star rating systems to determine how vehicles
hold up in crashes and how likely
they are to roll over. Consumers
looking for similar guidance on tires
will come up empty because there is
no standard to determine which tires
are safe and which might fail.
As part of their investigation of

KENTUCKY LOTTERY
Sponsored By:

Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-70'
Murray Ledge; & Timesis_a_rnem_b4r_ot !.
Associated Press. Kentucky Pri.•.
Association and Southern Newspat.
Publishers Association. The Associa'i
Press is exciusively entitled to news o, .
- :c1 by Murray Ledger & Times.

one of the surrender scenes portraying an African American from the
Shawnee tribe named Pompey.
"I insisted they find a black man
to play that role, and he be about my
Belue said.
Belue took his own Shawnee
tribe coStume.and had the actor,
Grady McNeil Jr., wear it for the
scene.
Foreman said this was the first
time an African American has
played that type of a role. He said
many African Americans were part
of different tribes as interpreters and
negotiators.
"This is the first time. on any
show where we portray the black
Shawnee," -Foreman said.
Belue wanted an African
Atherican actor play the role to
make it more accurate. "-I'm proud that part of African
American history can be portrayed." he said.

• FBI

Nevertheless, many delegates
expressed mixed feelings about
membership guidelines adopted for

EVENING
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Cash Ball:
4-16-22-30. Cash Ball 28

the new denomination earlier in the
day.
Delegates from both denominations have explored a possible
merger since they began meeting
jointly in 1983. Yet disagreement on
membership guidelines has been the
biggest obstacle. Delegates could
not agree on how homosexuality
should be addressed.
Under the membership guidelines adopted Thursday, the
Mennonite Church USA will not
recognize same-sex marriages.
Individual congregations and the
regional conferences that govern
them will decide whether gays can
be recognized as church members.

FireLogs
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• For the month of June. CCFR responded to three fire alarms; three
vehicle fires; three structure fires; three field fires; 16 vehicle accidents
with injuries; and went to five investigations, for a total of 33 calls. CCFR
members also logged 771 hours of working on equipment and training
for June.
Murray Fire Department
•Three trucks- and 11 firefighters extinguished a lawn mower that was
on fire at,804 N. 20th St. Thursday.
•Three trucks and.11 firefighters responded to..a fire alarm at the Murray
Woman's Club Thursday morning. Upon arrival, it was discovered that
the alarm had accidentally been set off.
Information gathered from repoits, logs and citations
from respective agencies.

• • •

Kolesnik, director of the National said Colgate.
Whistleblower Center and a former
Former Attorney General Janet
congressional investigator for the Reno said Friday that Mueller will
Senate Judiciary committee, which be a perfect persion to lead the
oversees the FBI.
agency.
Steve Colgate, a former Justice
"I think he will be able to chart
Department official, said Mueller his own course just fine, because I
has a history of turning around trou- think he will set out to do the right
bled organizations. He cited thing," Reno said on ABC's Good
Mueller's work as chief of the homi- Morning Atherica.
cide division at the U.S. Attorney's
Unlike his predecessor, Louis
office in Washington and as U.S. Freeh, who retired two years short
Attorney inSan Francisco, where he of his 10-year term, Mueller has
replaced a number of prosecutors never been an FBI agent. But his
and reorganized the office.
Marine Corps background — he
"You have someone who has a received the Bronze Star and a
clear record of nadving into an Purple Heart for his service in
organization that is troubled and :Vietnam
wilLenhance-his image
analyze the situation, make recom- among agents, many of whom are
mendations and carry them out," former Marines, FBI officials said.

From Page 1
FBI up to outside scrutiny.
"There's a management culture
with an air about it that the FBI can
do no wrong. That attitude is the
root of the problems we've seen in
high-profile cases," said Sen. Chuck
Grassley, R-lowa. "I want to make
sure he's equipped to take on the
serious problems facing new leadership at the FBI."
Getting the agency to change
won't he easy, critics say. but
Mueller's strong management experience, reputation for honesty and
his firm no-nonsense approach to
tising problems are major assets.
-He won't be political." said Kris

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
5-3-3
Pick 4:
7-4-2-9

Shell

Church based in Newton, Kan., will
create the new Mennonite Church
USA, with 125.000 members.
Close to 2,200 delegates attending the conference were jubilant
about their near-unanimous vote.
Delegates from the Mennonite
Church voted 96 percent in favor of
the merger, while those from the
General Conference Mennonite
Church favored it by 95 percent.
"We feel this is a hallelujah
moment," said delegate David
Heusinkveld of Wakarusa, Ind.
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In determining which
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NAACP leader no advocate of Mississippi boycott
JACKSON, Miss.(AP) — NAACP president
Kweisi Mfume said Thursday he is not recommending an economic boycott of Mississippi
over voters' decision to keep a Confederate symbol on the state's flag.
But Mfume, who met behind closed doors
with Gov. Ronnie Musgrove and top lawmakers,
said he would like legislators to change the flag to
eliminate a symbol that some say is a reminder of
slavery and segregation.
"Do what is right here and not what is popular
at the moment," he said. "Civil war artifacts really belong in Civil War museums."
Mfume said the nation's largest civil rights
group plans to discuss the issue at its national
convention that starts Saturday in New Orleans
and he couldn't predict what will happen. The

NAACP has boycotted South Carolina for flying
a freestanding Confederate battle flag on its statehouse grounds.
Regardless of whether any group recommends
a boycott, he aid, Mississippi could feel economic repercusgiOns if organizations cancel conventions or businesses decide not to invest in the
state.
-Things will in all likelihood probably get
worse before they get better," Mfume said.
Mississippians voted by a 64-to-36-percent
margin in April to keep a flag that includes the
Confederate symbol that.some see as _a reminder
of slavery and segregation and others see as a part
of history and heritage.
Musgrove, who had been an outspoken advocate of adopting a new flag, said Thursday that he

urged Mfume not to call for a boycott.
He said the election gave Mississippi a chance
for open dialogue about race relations and other
issues.
"Ever how you feel about the flag, I believe A
cooperative coming together of the people is a
much better way to deal issue," Musgrove said.
The flag vote has prompted the International
Association of Black Professional Firefighters
and the predominantly black Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity to cancel plans for conventions iii Jackson
in 2002.
House Speaker Pro Tempore Robert Clark, D.
Ebenezer, said Thursday he wants the NAACP to
bring people together so black Mississippians can
speak with a unified voice. "The flag issue is not
dead," he said. It's not going to die.-

Artifical heart patient back on ventilator

Georgia Carole Douglas

Author Douglas
releases 'emotional'
book, signing Sat.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Dr.
Robert Dowling's advice to the only
person living with a self-contained
artificial heart is simple: "'Think
positive and put your energy into
healing."
Four days after Monday's
groundbreaking surgery to implant
the device, the patient was back on a
ventilator but was awake and able to
communicate with his family. The
breathing tube became necessary
again, not because of the heart, but
because of pre-existing medical
problems, doctors said Thursday.
"This guy is incredibly sick,"
said Dowling,one of two University
of Louisville surgeons who performed the operation at Louisville's
Jewish Hospital. "If you had taken
people this sick and taken their
appendix out, some wouldn't have
made it."

Books Library, Bloomington, Ind.
Special to the Ledger
"Emotions of A Woman - The CD may be purchased on the
Reflection" is the title of a book and Web at www earcandyproduccompact disc recently released by tions.net, and the book through
Georgia Carole Douglas of Murtay. www.amazon.com. Both
may be
The material contains a collecpurchased locally at Ginger's
tion of poetry. This cojlection porSOUTH PORTSMOUTH, Ky.
trays the author's deepest emotions Hallmark Store.
(AP)
— An Ohio man fell to his
There will be a book and CD
about "what living will surely do."
death
Wednesday from an Ohio
Written in reflection upon life, it is a signing Saturday. July 7. at Ginger's ' River bridge while
watching a firetribute to family, friends and grow- Hallmark from I p.m. to 3 p.m. works display.
ing up.
Everyone is welcome to come and
Kentucky State Police said
Douglas says a fifth grade meet the author.
William J. -Williams Jr., 25, of
assignment
at
the
Murray
The photo in this article is cour- Otway, Ohio, lost his baiance and
University School began her life- tesy of Elsie Love
Thurman, fell about 50 feet to the Ohio River
long love affair with poetry.
_Thurman_ Dance Studio. in Murray. bank below.
-""histillietTOT(Wgan wEeif-she
Williams was preparing to watch
entered and won a poetry contest The posing bench was part of the
a
fireworks
display and pushed himwith "Sweet Conviction." She then Hunter Love Studio, Douglas
self
up
onto
the Carl Perkins Bridge
began writing poems as gifts — proudly displays in her home a picrailing.about
9:50 p.m., state police
"Memory Rainbow" for her brother, ture of her grandmother, taken by
said.
-Front Yard Stage for her father Elsie's grandfather.
and "Fantasy Game"for her mother,
the late Harold and Violet Speight.
Within the collection there is a
poem for all aspects of life, written
in reflection. Everyone who reads or
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',etc
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plates
door
The book is published by 1st

This patient, in his mid- to late50s, suffers from diabetes, chronic
renal and kidney failure and had had
multiple heart attacks. To even qualify for the experimental surgery, he
had to have been given an 80 percent chance of dying within 30 days.
All things considered. Thursday
was uneventful, Dowling said.
"If he has five days in a row
where nothing happened, that would
be wonderful," the doctor said.
Dr. I-aman Gray Jr., the other surgeon who performed the operation,
said there was a chance the patient
could live well beyond the 60 days
that is the initial goal of the experimental surgery and even go home
eventually. However, he said the
additional stress of the operation has
left him susceptible to lung problems, infection, stroke, liver and
kidney failure.

Man watching fireworks
falls to death from bridge
Williams was pronounced dead
at Southern Ohio Medical Center.
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The softball-size titanium and
plastic pump, known as the
AbioCor, is intended to give recipients more mobility than previous
devices. It is wireless, with an external battery that sends an electrical
current to the device through the
skin.
. Monday's operation was one of
five approved by the Food and Drug
Administration as part of a clinical
trial. The AbioCor, manufactured by
Abiomed Inc. of Danvers, Mass., is
considered a technological leap
from the Jarvik-7 mechanical heart
used in the 1980s, which was
attached by wires and tubes to bulky
machinery outside the body.
Jewish Hospital spokeswoman
Linda McGinity Jackson said the
hospital has received "many, many
calls" from heart patients wanting
information about the procedure.
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Hospital officials have guarded
the man's identity since news broke
Tuesday that he had undergone the
seven-hour procedure the day
before.
Dowling said that since the surgery the man has been able to sit up
periodically and communicate with
nods and gestures about his status
while on the breathing tube. When
the breathing tube was out for about
nine hours Wednesday, he was able
to talk to his doctors and family. The
heart itself is working well, Dowling
said.
"We're all very impressed with
how the device is functioning,"
Dowling said in an interview with
The Associated Press. "We're not
concerned about the device malfunctioning. We're worried about
the patient's nutrition, or his kidneys,"
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latest techniques and technology, right here at home. For open
heart surgery, many hospitals do have one thing Western Baptist

cahreatit314
Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
Murra). la 42071
270-753-2925
for mere rlforrr, •
.wit our Web silf • www.cubcadet.com
yaw
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Hospital doesn't — a long drive home.
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WESTERN
BAPTIST
HOSPITAL
24-Hour Chest Pair. Hotline • 1-800-575-1911
V.'W\V v:eqernb aptist.Com
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State insurance
officials to hold
public forum here
Insurance may
not be a glamorous topic, but
it's'one that plays
a vital 'vole in
protecting
the
health,
wellbeing and financial security of

back, from people ranging from
small business owners concerned
about the rising costs of insuring
employees to self-employed workers concerned about the lack of
choice in the individual market.
While insurance has always been
an important topic, it has become an
even hotter issue in recent years as
,itir families
state officials have worked to restore
Judging by the phone calls 1 competition and shore up our insurreceive as a state senator: insurance ance market, which is where selfis one of the top issues that raises employed people and others who
questions and concerns for people aren't covered by an employers plan
throughourthe
. -state.
by their insurance.
There are plenty of good reasons
Some progress has already been
lin
interest
in
the
topic. made. While only two insurance
Skr rocketing medical - costs. ques- companies sold individual policies
tions about health coverage, con- in late 1999, we now have five.
,erns about a lack of choices among • For people with high-cost medntsurers - - these are all topics that ical conditions who have trouble
touch the lives of people in every buying a policy in the individual
community
market, a state-run program called
All too often, people aren't sure Kentucky Access provides a place to
where to turn when they have ques- buy coverage.
tions about their health, home, auto
It has been estimated that 1,200
A,1- life insUrance.
Kentuckians will sign up for
Fortunately. officials in _ the Kentucky Access in its first year of
Kentucky Department of Insurance existence, and insurance regulators
.ire !tying to make it easier for peo- say they're on target to meet that
ple to get the answers and informa- goal.
tion the, n • 1.
_Kentucky .Access opened for
his summer. 7the state's chief business in December of last year
insurance regulator. Janie A. Miller. and has received 441 applications as
dud members of her staff are travel- of May 31. About 350 of those
-ise-The state holding 'open.-fomms- apPlication-s-have-been-approved so
w here people can take their insur- far. None have been rejected.
ance questions right to the top.and
As people grow more familiar
learn about the V., as-s state insurance with Kentucky Access and face
regulators can help them.
decisions on. whether to renew pri1 he in \LIFiillie officials will he in vate insurance plans they'currently
Muriav Juk - 9 at the Barkley Center have. it's expected that the number
Room n ar .Murray State University. of people'signing up for the program
Ei...et‘rme'''is invited to the forum. will steadily increase.
hich w ill run from 3:30-6 p.m.
Wee.'re making progress on some
People who attend theforum can fronts, but there are still plenty of
pick up free.informational booklets: concerns to address as we try to
such as the Consumer Guide to make health insurance as affordable
Atedicare Supplement Insurance. and accessible' as possible in
And a I1CV‘ booklet that makes com- Kentucky.
parison shopping easier by provid- If you -have comments on this or
ing the latest- information on avail- any other issue, I hope you'll take
able automobile and.home insurance the. time to share your thoughts with
rates
me.
In addition to Making it convenient for people to get information.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Sen. Jackson
the forums also.po ide a - valuable represents Kentucky's 1st Senate
pp riizntt.5.r workers in the District in Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Yrartment .of Insurance to know Graves, Hickman and Trigg counrile ,oncerns of the people they are ties. He can be reached toll-free at 1800-372-7181. His Web page is at
s•et sing.
www senjackson com. You can write
P.r.t forums have given departSen. Jackson at: Legislative Offices,
went representatives direct teed- Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Ky.
40601.

From

Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

Why does the church need the state?
•

While
President Bush
was touting his
revised -faithbased" initiative
at
the
U.S.
Conference of
Mayors
in
Detroit,
some
Democrats were
charging that Republicans are working to undermine one of the plan's
central provisions.
It is the proposal to allow people
who -don't itemize their deductions
'to get a tax break when they contribute to religious and charitable
organizations that help the poor.
Democrats say that Rep. Bill
Thomas (R-Calif.), chairman of the
congressional Joint Committee on
Taxation, wants to "gut" this provision because of an estimate by'the
committee that it would cost $83 billion over 10 years.
Democrats claim Thomas is concerned that the administration's tax
cut won't allow that big a revenue
loss. Thomas is said to desire a $20

billion cost "cap."
'Beyond the cost and even beyond
the president's commendable desire
to do more for the needy, something
should trouble especially Christian
ministries which would receive
money from the government for
their -faith-based" programs.
In Deuteronomy 15:11, God says
this about the poor: "There will
always be poor people in the land.
Therefore, I command you to be
open-handed toward your brothers
and toward the poor and needy in
your land." In Matthew 26:11,Jesus
makes a similar point: "The poor
you will always have with you."
While there are biblical commands about justice, there are no
expectations that government
should be the primary provider of
help for the poor.
The reason it is the job of the
church is so that God's love might
be demonstrated in tangible ways in
order that the poor might open their
hearts to a greater and intangible
message.
It is this latter mission which

many believe will be compromised
with the president's "faith-based"
plan. It is not so much about churchstate issues. It iS about the possibility that the church will be further
robbed of its privilege and responsibility to God for the poor.
What kind of job are Christian
churches doing? Not a very good
one, according to the Barna
Research Group.
Reported giving to nonprofit
organizations and churches, says
Barna, was down 6 percent. last year
from 1999. The average giving per
person last year was a paltry $886,
15 percent less than the previous
year.
When churches alone are studied,
Barna says six out of 10 adults put
money in the collection plate, with
the average annual donation
amounting to just $649, down from
an $806 average in 1999.
•
Some of those making the
biggest noise about the declining
state of our culture gave the least.
While 39 percent of all adults gave
nothing to a church last year, nearly

one-quarter of them were people
who identified themselves as "born
again."
Churches should feel insulted
that government wants to step in
where its own angels have stopped
treading. Churches should feel convicted of their underperformance in
caring for the needy.
There are dozens of verses in
both the Old and New Testaments
indicating God's care and concern
for the poor and His displeasure
with people who ignore them. But
there is no call for "Caesar" to be the
primary provider of help. That's the
basic work of churches. '
When Christians refuse to obey
God in this matter,judgment falls on
them. The government has the capability of feeding the hungry and
clothing the naked, but if Christians
allow themselves to be replaced in
such efforts, they will have traded
their birthright for something less.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Direct all
MAIL for Cal Thomas to: Tribune
Media Services, 435 N. Michigan
Ave., Suite 1500. Chicago, Ill. 60611.

Readers Lawmakers target economic sanctions

To the Editor
I would like to recognize the Kentucky State Police
l'ititessional Association KSPPA and all troopers across the
•tate by supporting Special Olympics Kentucky through its
s21).000 contribution to the Law Enforcement Torch Run.
Kentucky State Police not only serve and protect. but they
also take the time to care about people.
Over the last four years. the KSPPA has Made a commit----L.-rnen1 to Special Olympics athletes and their dreams of being
the hest they can possibl) he.
(iiefl these opportunities. Special Olympics athletes.
inspire greatness in all of.us through their determination and
courage. while becoming successful in the greatest game of
all - life.
Special Olympics KentuCky is a year-round sports training
and competition prOgram for children and adults with mental disabilities. Through competition. athletes gain self-esteem
and life skills that enable them to become an integral part at
the communities in which they live.
Special Olympics Kentucky would like to thank the
KSPPA for its service to the community and its commitment
to our athletes.
Dave Kerchner
President/CEO
Special Olympics Kentucky

By CAROLYN SKORNECK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Ban
investment in Cuba, even as foreign
competitors scoop up big contracts.
Punish foreign companies that do business with Iran and Libya. Cut foreign
aid from countries to cover their unpaid
New York City parking tickets.
Some members of Congress, while
supporting multilateral economic sane:
tions, say slapping unilateral sanctions
on countries has gotten out of hand,
especially since these punishments
often wind up hurting U.S. farmers and
manufacturers while failing to change a
foreign country's behavior.
"Almost all sanctions are ineffective," said Sen. Richard Lugar. R-Ind.,
a senior member of the Foreign
Relations Committee. "Sanctions have
been imposed as an inexpensive foreign
policy."
Sen. Pat Roberts, R-Kan.. likened
them to -a modern-day gunboat diplomacy" without guns or boats. "We
don't like what you're doing. so we're
going to put on a trade sanction or an
embargo."
But some lawmakers defend them

with vigor, demonstrated by overwhelming votes last month by a House
committee to renew sanctions against
Iran and Libya for five more years.
Unilateral U.S. economic sanctions
target more than 75 of the world's nearly 200 countries, says USA Engage, a
coalition of business and farming interests that oppose such sanctions. The
coalition was formed in response to a
burst of 26 new sanctions in 1996,
many imposed by the new Republican
majorities in Congress. There are about
100 separate sanctions, according to
USA Engage figures.
The sanctions were prompted by
such diverse concerns as nuclear proliferation, terrorism, whaling and fishing
practices, intellectual property and
labor rights, religious discrimination
and human rights abuse.
Some targeted countries are obvious
candidates: Afghanistan, Cuba, Iran,
Iraq, Libya, North Korea, Sudan, Syria,
Vietnam and Yemen.
Others are not so obvious: Canada,
Italy. Japan and Taiwan.
Although no new sanctions were
imposed last year. critics of the system,
including Secretary of State Colin
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Powell, want an overhaul.
"I don't know of any embargo that's
ever been successful other than making
people who put the embargo in place
feel better," said Roberts, who is still
rankled by President Carter's 1980
grain embargo against the Soviet Union
after it invaded Afghanistan.
"Not one Russian troop ever left
Afghanistan, and the effect of the
embargo was like shattered glass on the
American agricultural economy,"
Roberts said. "It tiook us a decade to get
over that."
Lugar hopes to pass a bill that,
among other things, would require any
future sanction to have:
• A clear rationale provided by the
president or Congress, whoever is seekin4 it.
• A sunset date so the government
must take action to continue it, eliminating perpetual sanctions th* outlive
the reason they were institute'.
• A cost-benefit analysis to ensure
it's worthwhile.
"gar and Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Chairman Joseph Biden, DDel., -say the bill should be broad to
avoid political tripwires that accompa-

ny any attempt to adjust sanctions on a
single country such as Cuba.
But they won't tilt again at the sanctions windmill unless the Bush administration will push the bill, since previous efforts failed for lack of cheerleading by the Clinton administration.
Powell has already implored lawmakers not to create new sanctions.
The House International Relations
Committee recently rebuffed Powell's
plea to renew sanctions against Iran and
Libya forjust two years, instead of five,
to give him more leeway.
America's "arrogant, authoritarian
approach ... encourages and stimulates
the radicalism that we find around the
world, because they feel like we have
no openness to their position," contended Rep. Ron Paul, R-Texas, pushing the
two-year limit.
Such sanctions, said Dan O'Flaherty
of USA Engage, rely on "the belief that
the United States has the economic
leverage to change other countries'
policies without going to war, without
costing us very much," but "there is virtually nothing that a country like Iran
needs that it can't get from our competitors."

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3115(Washington)

U.S. SEN.JIM BUNNING
173A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-4343(Washington)

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)

Singer Ernie K-Doe dies at 65

Deaths
Archie Lee Rhodes
Archie Lee xles, 61, Forest Park Drive, Findlay, Ohiorbrother of Mrs.
Martha Broacf Murray, died Thursday, July 5, 2001, at 9:25 a.m. at his
home.
He was a c engineer for Marathon Ashland Petroleum, Findlay. He
attended Mur State University and received his degree in civil engineering from Trlite University. A member of Trinity Lutheran Church,
Findlay, he wa former council member and Sunday School teacher. He
was also a heed surveyor.
Born April 1940, in Mayfield, Ky., he was the son of the late Marvin
Rhodes and Fy Timmons Rhodes.
Survivors nide his wife, Mrs. Marlene M. Altman Rhodes, to whom he
was married ich 17, 1962,in Leipsic, Ohio; one daughter, Mrs. Sherri L.
Schaefer andsband, Donald, Marietta, Ga.; two sons, Scott L. Rhodes,
Findlay, and Ye L. Rhodes, Dublin, Ohio; three sisters, Mrs:Anita Morris
and husband,rry, and Mrs. Carolyn Cox and husband, Johnny, all of St.
Charles, Mold Mrs. Martha Broach and husband, Ray, Murray; one
brother, CarliE. Rhodes and wife, Dusty, Fairborn, Ohio; six grandchildren.
The funeraill be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Trinity Lutheran Church,
Findlay. PasThomas E. Schutt will officiate. Burial will follow in
Knollcrest Gms, East of Findlay.
Visitation be today (Friday) from 2 to 4 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m. at
Coldren-Crafuneral Home, Findlay, and one hour prior to service on
•
Saturday at &lurch.
Expressionf sympathy may take the form of donations to Trinity
Lutheran Cho,935 W. Bigelow Ave., Findlay, OH 45840.

t. Col. Harold M. Farmer
The funeral Lt. Col. Harold M. Fanner will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in
the Alexandigewburgh Chapel, Newburgh, Ind. Burial will follow in
Friendship Cch Cemetery, Fordsville, Ky.
Visitation , be at the funeral home at 5333 St. Rd. 261, Newburgh,
from 5 to 9 1. today (Friday) and from noon until the service time on
Saturday.
Expressionf sympathy may take the form of donations to Deaconess
Ohio Valley ;pice.
Lt. Col. Fr,80, Newburgh, Ind., died Tuesday, July 3, 2001, at 8:50
a.m. at Angeiver Health and Rehabilitation there.
His wife, IS Dorothy Whiting Farmer, to whom he had been married for
52 years, dieeb. 3, 1999.
Survivors iude two daughters, Mrs. Karen Leah Scott and Mrs. Laura
Rae Joyner, l one grandson, Ryan James Ziertz, all of Newburgh; one
son, Randy farmer, Weatherford, Texas; one sister, Mrs. Janice Weaver,
Murray; sew nieces and nephews.

MST News takes KPA
Special to I Ledger
The Mun•$tate News received
nine awards the Kentucky Press
Better
Association annual
Newspaper ,ntest during KPA's
summer erention June 29 in
Covington.
The stu'deiewspaper won second place hirs for sports section,
business seal, local feature photographs, Ir sports photographs
and display fertising.
-Third pl, certificates were
awarded kgeneral excellence,
front page d local news photographs.
One honoie mention certificate
was given r typography. The
Murray Su News is produced
weekly dur the fall and spring
semesters b student staff. Jason
Yates, a sor from Mayfield,
served as tor-in-chief of the
newspaper he 2000-2001 year.
Other awk- received during the
just-ended demic year include
being nameae of the 20 best colle.ge newspfs in the country by
the Associa College Press and
the Newsier Association of
America Fdation for the fourth
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consecutive year.
- - -Staff members also received a
record 58 awards from the
Kentucky Intel-Collegiate Press
Association, including journalists of
the year awards for Greg Stark of
Paducah and Lisa Wheat of
Charlevoix, Mich. Cartoonist Daren
Shock of Owensboro was named
the nation's best collegiate cartoonist in a contest sponsored by
College Media Advisers and judged
by The Washington Post.
"Our students work hard each
week to produce a quality newspaper, putting the things they learn
daily in journalism classes on display for the campus community to
see," said Joe Hedges, adviser to the
newspaper. -The awards they
receive are a testimony to their hard
work, devotion to student journalism, the education background they
receive ,from Murray State's department of journalism and mass communication and strong student leadership."
Loree Stark, a junior from
Paducah, will be editor-in-chief for
2001-2002. The first issue of the fall
semester is Aug. 31.

wiDOWS*SIDING*DECKS
-Pre-Season Sale"

S69.00 PER MONTH*
*ALL CREDIT ACCEPTED!
*NO ,t.VE Y DOWV!*NO PYMT. `TIL SUMMER 2001!
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

1-888-670-3035
WkTHERIVIASTER PRODUCTS

NEW ORLEANS (AP)- Ernie
K-Doe, the flamboyant New
Orleans rhythm and blues singer
who had a No. I hit with "MotherIn-Law" in 1961, died Thursday.
He was 65.
K-Doe had been in a coma for
three days and died of "various
internal
illnesses,"
said
a
spokesman for New Orleans
Charity Hospital.
"His last professional performance, interestingly, was for ...- our
ER Gala" on June 10, said hospital
spokesman Jerry Romig."In typical
fashion of Ernie K-Doe, he
appeared at no cost to us. He gave
of his time. He was a very generous

guy."
K-Doe was one of many New
Orleans musicians. including Fats
Domino and The Dixie Cups, who
landed singles at or near the top of
the national charts in the 1950s and
'60s.
K-Doe had a handful of minor
hits, such as "T'aint it the Truth,"
'Come on Home" and "Te-Ta-TeTa-Ta." But he was forever associated with his only No. 1 single.
K-Doe was born Feb. 22, 1936 in
New Orleans as Ernest Kador Jr.
He was singing gospel in his
church choir at age 9, and began
recording for Chess Record Co.
after the manager of the Flamingos

buy and restore a run-down building near the French Quarter as
Ernie K-Doe's Mother-In-Law
Lounge, painting it hot pink. He
performed there'every Sunday with
an alternating cast of musicians.
In 1996, he married Antoinette,
Fox, who had weaned him off
booze and then got him back into
performing, driving K-Doe to clubs
where musicians would ask him to
sit in. .
"For the last kw years. K-Doe
has been on the path to sobriety
after living in an alcoholic haze for
years," his Web site biography said.
"The singer ... is back OQ the job,
sober and enthusiastic."

Teachers fight Web plagiarism
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Before her students
write term papers, Melanie Hazen makes sure
they understand one small thing: You can't put
your name on someone else's work: Still, they
don't see the harm in borrowing from a Web
site.
"Taking something straight off the Internet and
using it as their own, they don't seem to think
that's stealing at all," said Hazen, an English
teacher at Montgomery Central High School in
Clarksville, Tenn.
At a time when most schools and public
libraries are wired to the Internet, students of all
ages are being tempted more than ever to cutand-paste others' work and pass it off as their
own.
For students, plagiarism has never been easier.
For teachers, combating it has never been more
of a challenge.

A handful of teachers, gathered for the
National Education Association's annual meeting, talked about their experiences. They
stressed that the vast bazaar of information
online requires not only eternal vigilance but a
back-to-basics emphasis on drafts, outlines,
notecards and other'skills to produce solid writing from students.
Plagiarism is nothing new, but the Internet has
made it so convenient that the average student
finds it hard to resist, Hazen and others said.
"It's the same thing we were doing 20 or 30
years ago- it's just that the Internet wasn't an
option," said Dean Vogel, an elementary school
counselor in Vacaville, Calif., who chairs the
Web Site Advisory Committee for the California
Teachers Association.
Still, he said. "The reality is, few kids cheat."
A recent Rutgers University survey suggests

otherwise. It found that more than half of 4,500
high school students surveyed said they'd downloaded an essay from the Internet or copied at
least a few sentences. Around 20 percent of college students admitted the same.
If Internet piagiarism , is widespread, it's no
wonder. With a few clicks ora mouse, students
can access an ekimated 600 cheating sites, such
as cheathouse.com or www.schoolsucks.com.
Those with a credit card can click their way to
thousands of essays on nearly any topic for
around $60-$100.
Go to your favorite Internet search site and
type in "free term papers," along with the title of
a classic book that bedeviled you in high school.
You'll soon see a long list of sites offering- free
term papers, plus many more for sale. Most sites
will e-mail, fax or express mail the papers. no
questions asked.

Flight attendants call for 'air rage' action
WASHINGTON (AP) - By
failing to deal with air rage. airlines and government agencies are
putting air travelers increasingly,at
risk, say flight attendants who
alle0 4,000 incidents a year of
unacceptable passenger behavior.
"It only takes one incident to
create an air disaster,"said Patricia
the
president
of
Friend,
Association of Flight Attendants.
On Friday, members of the
International Transport Workers'
Federation plan to meet with government Officials around the world
to demand that more be done to
stop the growing problem of passengers guilty of- a range of misconduct. from making- too much
noise to breaking into cockpits and
attacking airline crews.
At Reagan , National Airport.
flight attendants were expected to
issue an air rage report card, giv-

In uestments Since 18.54

Stock Market
Report

ing failing grades to airlines, the Francisco, Phoenix and Charlotte.
Justice Dejiartment and the N.C.. the group said.
Lynn White. a United Airlines
Federal Aviation Administration.
Those agencies have failed to 'flight attendant, said that in April
force airlines to report all air rage she was struck in the face by a pasincidents and rarely enforce laws senger, one of identical twin sisagainst rowdy passengers. Friend ters who were arrested and
said in a statement. She also criti- charged with causing such a discized airlines for 'failing to train mph n that jhe ilighLiman_San
crews properly to deal with air Francisco to Shanghai, China, had
rage and support employees who to .be diverted to Anchorage,
Alaska.
become victims.
Prosecutors said Cynthia and
Airline workers plan to hand out
leaflets to educate passengers Crystal Mikula. 22 at the time,
about air rage at Washington area drank too much and fought with
airports and at airports in San each other and the flight crew. The

case is pending, and it cons icted
the sisters face up to 20 years -in
prison and a $250,000 fine.
"Handling these two out-of-control women put the entire flight in
danger." White said.."The flight
attendants were taken away from
their vital safety duties. and a pilot
had to leave-the cockpit to-assist.In a well-known case of air_rage
in 1999. a Continental Airlines
agent at Newark International
Airport suffered a.broken neck in a
confrontation with a. male passenger, who was acquitted of _assault
this year.
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heard him perform at an amateur
night, according to his official biograpky.
"Mother-In-Law:' was No. I in
1961. By 1996, K-Doe had stopped
recording and was known as "NoShow Ernie." He sank into alcoholism, wandering the streets of
New Orleans and singing for shots
of whiskey.
"Some people thought I was
crazy," K-Doe said in a 1995 interview with The Times-Picayune.
"But what they didn't know was
that the people who were behind me
made the money. I (only) made the
fame."
In 1995. friends helped K-Doe
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Jo's Datebook

Event ciiiders

By JO BURKEEN
Today Editor

The following is a reminder of events for the coming week that
have been published previously in The Murray Ledger & Times:

Lovers of gospel music will want to attend
the gospel music program Saturday at 7 p.m.
at Kirksey Baptist Church.
The Gospeltone Quartet will share their talents in this special event. Members of this
quartet have been singing gospel music for
many years. They are Billy Ford of Lebanon,
Tenn., Joe Pat James of Murray, Jim Edwards
of Sedalia, Mo., and Herman Robertson of
Auburndale, Fla. The latter two are also formerly from Calloway
County.
Edwards, son of the late Barber Edwards of Kirksey, who conducted gospel singing schools all over the area, has continued this
love of music wherever he is living. Retired from JCPenney, he
sings and plays the piano for groups at his church in Sedalia and
also while spending the winter months in Florida with his wife,
Jean.
James, also from Kirksey area, has a love of gospel music and
continues to share his talents along With his wife, Lola, on man)
occasions. Robertson, husband of the former Martha Edwards of
Calloway County, has shared his talents in the music field for
several years.

MI6

Dada Culver, daughter of Doyal and Ruth Culver of Hardin and Bill
and Pat Balentine of Murray, and Patricia Parrish, son of Ola Parrish
and the late James Parrish of New Concord, on Saturday, .July 7,
2001, at 2 p.m. at Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church. A reception
will follow. All relatives and friends are invited.
•••

Amy Ruth Fulton, daughter of the Rev. James and Lenna Fulton
of Benton, and Dr. William Gregory Martin, son of Bill and Sharon
Martin of Paducah, will be married Saturday, July 7, 2001, at 4 p.m.
at Margaret Hank Memorial Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Paducah. All relatives and friends are invited.
SOO

Mariah Beth Lewis, daughter of Brenda and Brian Lewis of
Ellettsville, Ind., and Willis Edward Cheaney II of Owensboro, son of
Anna and Willis Cheaney Of Murray, will be married Saturday, July 7,
2001, at St. Mark's United Methodist Church, Ellettsville, Ind.
Ole

Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ford will be honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th .wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 8, 2001,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the shed Restaurant Dexter. All relatives and
friends are invited. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.

CCMS will distribute packets

Rotterman receives
two special honors
Stacey Rotterman of Murray. ,indent at Calloway County Middle
School, has received two special
honors from the United States
Achievement Academy.
She was named an All-American
Scholar for earning a 3.3 or higher grade point average.
Rotterman was named a national award winner in band. She was
nominated for• this award by Gary
Millins. band director.
Her biography will appear in the
academ yearbook.
She is the daughter of Dale and
Suzan Rotterman of Murray.
Her grandparents are Richard and
Dolore, Holzschuh of Murray and
-Franc!, and Francis Rotterman ofEa,t
Aurord N.Y.

Mr and Mrs. Kenny Kingins

Alexander and Kingins
wedding vows said
Karen Alexander and Iselin> Alexander were married recently in an
outside ceremony at_the home of River and Jams. Alexander, Union
• .
City, Tenn.
Dr. W.H. Sims of L mon City officiated at the double- sing cere•
mony. Family and friends were in attendance.
Tracey Westbrook, of linion City serxed as matron of honor. Trice
Kingins. son of the groom. ei-sed as the hestrnan: - -The bride is a tc.iehei at 'entrilr Elemenutry. Union City. She is
the daughter of Mi and Mrs Dickie Alexander of Union City.
The groom is plant manager of the Royster Clark of Murray. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. David Kingins and Nis. Debbie Kingins
of tvfn- ay. The couple is rio‘k residing in Murra‘

Rotterman

Kentucky State Fair web site available
Utt
11_1E, K' - Concerts,
exhibits and rides oh my! Overwhelmed with questions about this,

er

year's state fair? Take.matters into
your own hands. literally. and find
answers to all your questions with
the click of a mouse on the official web site of the Kentucky
State Fair.
Redesigned with a brand new
address, the Kentucky State Fair

pro
ides a wealth ot nitoimation on
schedules. concerts, admission.
exhibits, contests. fairgoer :services • and : more.
Update regularly, the. web site
wid offer the latest news, events
and attractions iight •up .until the
%eh site. WAkW.kystatetair.,oig.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

The Fast & The Furious
PG13 - 1:3. - 3:50 - 7:20 - 9:35
A.I. Artifical Intelligence
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:50 - 7:00 - 9:5
Dr. Dolittle 2
PG - 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9:00
Scary Movie 2
R- 1:30 -3:45 - 7:30 - 9:40
Cats & Dogs
PG - 1:10 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:10
Tomb Raider
PG13 - 3j5 - 9:20
Atlantis
PG - 1:20 - 7:00
Kiss of the Dragon
R - 1:05 - 3:20 - /:30 - 9:40
Program Information
Call 753-3314

NS hat is a sear?
A scar is an essential part ot the body .natural healing process following an itriurs Ir,
Flat. pale scars are the most common type and are a result ot the hod!.'s natural 5.
Initially. they inay be red or dark and raised after the wound has healed hut will beconic
ter naturally 'see time
Ilypenroptue arid keloid Sf.dIS.....i.ur as a result of an imbalance in the produomn in collagen
mg wound They are red or dark and raised and may be itchy or painful Hy pernophic w ars
tinue to thicken tor up to ft months and may restrict movement it they • are located close I.
Keloids grow beyond the boundary of the original wound and can continue to grin% MO,
H9ertrophiL scars usually improve over the next I to 2 years. kelolds may not
Sunken scars are 11..t.C.O.Cti Into the skin Some conmion causes of sunken scarring are acne Of ct.•
en pov
Stretched scars occur when the skin around a healing WOUIld is put under unsion during the he.,
process or may be a.. J result of poor healing because of general ill health ,cr malnutrition Initially II,
scar may appear normal hut can widen and thin over time
during
Stretch Marks develop when the skin is stretched rapidly. such
pregnancy or the adolescent growth spun Initially. stretch marks appear red
but become paler with time.
Current surgical and clinical procedures and OTC products cannot ECIIi1A
t appear less obvious Before selecting J treatment.
a scar. but then
1") 1,
r.ptiarmJci•t about which one is right for you
speak v. ith you T

Walter's.
Pharmacy

Walter Mehr

604 S. 12th St. • 753-7688

Pharmacist

di iii the!do
1,uois will iLoe die addition
aNked questions page
;is \ken as a visitor information
seetion complete with a map. direc-

tions, .parking information and
more Furthermore, contest winners %k ill once again be posted
during the hair along with the blue
ribbon winners.
Se; ving as an instant. resource
tot fan intorination, the site also
alhs
isitors to download applications tor state fair employment.
concession space,and exhibit space.
'Ole 'Amy intormation page outlines hom, to eruct the fair and
includes downloadable versions of
the entry forms. premium lists and
general rules.
Linked trom the Kentucky State
Fair site. the World's Championship
eh site provides.
Horse Shits'
eveiything troin ticket information and downloadable entry forms
to dates. times, equine definitions,
and a description of all of the
competitive classes. The site also
includes a Hall 01 Fame: which
lists the grand champion winners
irmiti previou,

HAVE A
NEWS ITEM
CALL US AT
753-1917

CCHS council will meet Monday
The 2001-2002 Calloway County High School, Decision Making
Council will meet Monday at 3 p.m. in the high school media cener. Agenda items will be approve agenda, approve minutes, financial
report, council secretary appointment and stipend, schedule special
meeting for budget planning, executive session, personnel and open
forum.

Extension board will meet
Extension District Board will meet Monday at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension Office. Highway 121 Bypass.

Kirksey seniors will meet
Kirksey Senior Citizens will meet Monday at noon at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church for the monthly potluck. Donna Maynard
will be the guest speaker. She will discuss the prayer study group at
Or:Mien United Methodist Church. All senior citizens are invited.

Church promotion Saturday
Mt. Horeb Free Will Baptist Church will have a car wash on Saturday starting at 9'a.m. at Arby's, North 12th Stieet, Murray. Donations will he accepted

Computer class scheduled
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, along with Murray Housing Authority, will offer a Basic Computer Class beginning July 17.
There will be 16 hours of classroom instruction. A donation of $18
for the class is suggested. If you have been wanting to 'cam how to
use your computer, this class is for you. To sign up or for more
inforitation call the Senior Citizens Center at 753-0929.

Pinochle class planned
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, located in the Parish
Center of St. Leo Catholic Church, will offer a Pinochle Class each
Wednesday from 9:30 to 11 a.m. through the month of July. This
class is designed for beginners and those who have not played in a
long time and want to brush up on their skills. There is no charge
for the class. For more information or to sign up call 753-0929.

MHS All-School reunion planned
The first Murray High School All-School Reunion will be Saturday, July 14. starting at 9 a.m. at the Murray Middle School at 8th
and Main Streets for tours of the historic building. Persons are asked
o note the change of place from the high school because the airconditioning is not working. Registration will start at 11 a.m. with
lunch by reservation to be served at noon in the MMS cafeteria.
Later the group will assemble in the school auditorium for recognition of classes and more visiting. For information call Roy Weatherly. director of alumni affairs for the city schools.

Key reunion on Sunday
Sunday afternoon, July 8, at Paris Landing State Park Inn, the children of the late Van Key and Maggie Cunningham Key of Puryear,
Tenn., will have a reunion. They invite all relatives and friends to
visit with them after 2 p.m.

Kirksey lodge plans event
Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 of Kirksey will host a Watermelon Fest for the residents of Fern Terrace Lodge on Saturday at 2
p.m. All lodge members are encouraged to attend. Lodge members
are reminded that there will be no July business meeting. For information call 489-6251.

Lutherans plan school
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a Vacation Bible School
Camp Out on the church grounds featuring Your Personal Mystery
Mansion and Aggie" from 5 p.m. Friday until 6 p.m. Saturday. This
is for ages 4 to IS. For registration call 753-6712, 762-6338 or 7534254.

BEAT THE SUMMER HEAT
WITH COOL DEALS FROM
MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

411B

YMCA Event planned

+ Cable TV apdlor High Speed Internet
+ Free Installation
+ Low Prices
+ Local Service 24 Hours A Day.
No Hassles •:* No Contracts
+ No Gimmicks

Call today to schedule your appointment for the

Take-home packets for parents of Calloway County Middle School
students will be available for pickup at the school on Monday and
Tuesday, July 9 and 10, from 8 a.m. to noon and 5 to 8 p.m. both
days. Brian. Harper, new principal, urges all parents to pick up the
packets for their children

We can help answer
your questions about
401K ROLLOVERS
and
HEALTH INSURANCE

COOLEST deal in town.

The YMCA of Murray and Hopkinsville will sponsor a one day
event called "YMCA Field Day" on Thursday, July 12, in Hopkinsville. This is for the participants of YMCA's Summer Day Camp.
Children between the ages of 5 to 7 will meet at Millebrooke track
and children between the ages of 8 to 14 will meet Holiday Park
there. For more information call Tom Holcomb at 753-9622.

$5

Off Highlighting

tim....

With Coupon
Present Coupon At Tune of Service
One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit

Must

ELECTRIC POWER & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
1'5) Box 1095 • 401 Olive St • Murray, KS 42071
Phone:(270) 753-5312 • Fax (270)751-6494

:leo
mow°

.....0
......
immon•
mommi„„)

Cutting EdgeEi
Shoppes of Murray • 270-759-3343
(EDGE)

antioN

..‘11:11:3
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By
Rainey Apperson
"Sharing A River" is being featured at the Yeiser Art Center at
200 Broadway in Paducah.
A total of 26 artists from Murray, Henderson, Owensboro, Sturgis, Philpot, Paducah, Benton and Calvert City and from Evansville.
Ind., have created paintings using the Ohio River as their inspiration.
The styles, techniques and materials may vary, but the shared
river is the common theme for this exhibit.
"Sharing A River" is presented as a joint project with the Ohio
Valley art League of Henderson, and is sponsored by the Henry A.
Petter Supply Company.
The exhibit will be on display now through Aug. 4 and the
opening reception will be Sunday from 3 to 4:30 p.m. There will
also be a special presentation on Saturday, July 21. From 8 to 10
p.m., David Polk will present a poetry reading, "Sharing The Great-River."
Polk, Avery Crounse and other local artists will read poetry
related to the river and its impact on the lives of those who lived
near it, made their living from it,. or drew their inspiration from
it.
•••••
Barbra Goodyear Minar, a cousin of Carolyn and Johnny Reagan
of Murray, has introduced her newest book, Walking Into the Wind,
describing her life and being healthy in spite of a chronic diseaS'e
Author Minar writes about excelling in life in spite of disease
Dr Nicole Elizabeth Duncan
and disabilities. Using journal entries and letters, she shares experiences and practical tips, combining support and understanding.
When illness limits us, Minar shows how to discover rich new
emotional, physical and spiritual paths.
Minar's first major illness began at the age of four with rheumatic fever. Flare-ups dogged her childhood. Since 1960 she has
battled Systemic Lupus Erythematosus,
In 1985 with new medical complications, Minar wrestled with a
Dr. and Mrs. James David Duncan of Jackson, Miss., announce the
deep depression. She decided to tackle her denial, accept her situaengagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Dr. Nicole
tion, and find health.
Elizabeth Duncan, to Dr. Kenneth Edwards Cleveland, son of Mrs.
Extensively researching challenges of chronic disease and disabilRichard Doss Cleveland Sr., and the late Dr.. Cleveland Sr. of Dothan, ities, many people shared their lives giving her courage and wisdom. Slowly she discovered and practiced new approaches to living
Ala.
fully.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Alfred Herbert Young
Embracing her faith, she gained spiritual strength. Practicing
and the late Mr. Young of Murray, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
thankfulness, she experienced joy. Awakening to gifts and graces
Martin Duncan of Oxford, Miss.
moment by moment, she found a rich peace.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Minar is an author, wife, mother of three adult children, and a
Wilburn Smith of Montgome0, Ala., and the late Dr. and Mrs. Thomas
grandmother. She leads retreats, speaks to churches, women's
Hilburn Cleveland of Anniston, Ala.
groups, health groups, educational groups, and conferences. Minar's
published works include children's fiction, poetry, articles and devoDr. Duncan, a graduate of Jackson Preparatory School, is a cum
tions. Her books are Unrealistic Expectations, Close Connections
laude graduate of the University of Mississippi. While attending Ole
and Lamper's Meadow.
Miss, she was chosen Miss Ole Miss, inducted into the Ole Miss Hall
•••
of Fame and served as president of her social fraternity, Kappa Kappa
Georgia
Carole
Douglas,
220
Kellwood
Drive, Murray, has
Gamma.
released her new book„. Emotions of A Woman, a collection of
The bride-to-be was graduated from the University of Mississippi
poems.
School of Medicine with a degree of doctorate of .medicine and will
She will have an author's signing of the book on Saturday, July
begin her residency at the University Hospital and Clinics in July. 7, from 1 to 3 p.m. at Ginger's Hallmark, Murray.
She served as the ASB vice president for the medical center during
The poems in this collection were written in reflection. They
portray the author's deepest emotions about 'what living will surek
her fourth year of medical school.
13f rkVetald is a graduate of NorthVieviltiVi Scho—ol ans1- 13irni- do". She began writing them at. a time in life-when she---ftit-as it
she was 'coming into her own'.
ingham Southern College. He attended the University of Alabama and
Moving to central Illinois with her husband, she decided to do
was a member of Sigma Nu social fraternity.
something other than teaching and began work in a greenhouse.
The groorri-to-be was graduated from the University of Alabama
That's when she discovered the true blend in her personality. MothSchool of Medicine with the degree of doctorate of medicine and
er's affinity with plants, Dad's sales ability and their joy at meetcompleted his general surgery training at the University of Mississip-; ing people.
pi Hospital and Clinics. He is associated with Central Surgical AssoThe city of Springfield proved to be a beautiful place to live.
ciates of Jackson, Miss.
The history of it intriguing. Happiness and contentment brought
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday, Aug. 25, creativity to the surface and she began the 'Emotions' collection.
She continues to write, often adding to a new collection, telling
2001, at 7 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Jackson, Miss.
others that they may just end up a poem!
A reception will follow the ceremony at the University Club
"Read, relate, laugh, cry and rethember your own." Georgia said.

NEW MEMBER.. Glenn Hughes, left, inducted Tim Lawrence,
right, as a new member of Murray Kiwanis Club. Lawrence
and his wife. Jan, recently moved to Murray from Monticello and both are in the field of education. For more information on joining the club call Hughes at 489-2041 or Brenda Call at 753-7870.

Duncan and Cleveland
wedding is scheduled

Accicwned artists will be at museum
PADUCAH, Ky. — On Sunday, nationally acclaimed painter,
Rod Buffington of Springfield, Ill.,
joined by several of imerica's
foremost quilt artists will give a
gallery talk at 2 p.m. at the Muse-

Coles
named
winner
Bryan Coles of Hazel has been
named a national award winner
in history and government by the
United States Achievement Academy.
Coles, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for this award by his teacher,
Patricia Lassiter.
His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Coles is the son of Daryl and
Karen Coles of Hazel.
His grandparents are Robert and
Sue McKinney of Bandana and
Frank and Karen Coles of Hazel.

Look for our
BACK TO
SCHOOL
section
coming soon!

um of the American Quilter's Society, 215 Jefferson St., Paducah.
This event is in conjunction
with the premiering of the exhibit, "Companions & Choices: An
Exhibit of Quilts & Paintings," a
unique exhibit featuring 17 quilts
made by different artists along
with 17 companion watercolor
paintings by Buffington.
The public is invited to join

(270) 753-9500

READ THE TODAY PAGES DAILY

David Werner Koelsch,M.D.
General Surgeon

Wanna go to
Remember When
Cafe? I'll share my
ribeye with yai

Elite Convenience Mart

isjoining the practice of

prtNent-.

Remember When Cafe

WestKentucky Surgical,Inc.
Medical ArtsBuilding,Suite 401 Fast
300South EighthStreet
Murray,KY 42071

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
YOu have your choice of.

• Southern Fried Catfish • Bar-B-Q Ribs
• Grilled Fish • Deep Fried Shrimp
• Thick, Tender & Juicy Grilled Ribeyes
• Grilled Chicken Breasts
( BREAKFAST & LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY )
Restaurant Open 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Friday Nights 4:30-9 p.m.
Hwy.94W.• Lynn Grove, KY • 435-4500

.t

Foran appointment,call
(270)753-2444

Robins Fence Co.
native of Knoxville, Ttnnessee, David Werner Koelsch, M.D. is joining the practice
of West Kentucky Surgical Associates. As a general surgeon, Dr. Koelsch treats diseases
,and other conditions through operations and other surgical procedures.

Sales and
Installation
Quality Craftmanship You Can Count On

•FARMS
'RESIDENTIAL

*COMMERCIAL
*ARENAS

CALL

OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.

SUPPORT FREEDOM FEST...Attend
OLD SCHOOL WRESTLING at the Hardin
Community Center, 7:30 p.m. Saturday

the Gallery Talk and reception
honoring the artists.
For more information call the
museum at 1-270-442-8856. For
a complete listing of MAQS
exhibits and workshops,- write:
MAQS. P.O. Box 1540, Paducah,
KY 42002-1540, or e-mail
<infor@quiltmuseum.org>, or visit
the website at www.quiltmuseum.org.

Vinyl • PVC • Ornamental
Chain Link • Road Frontage

CRIME*

SPECIAL MUSIC...Beth Spencer, left, and her twiner, CafirT:i
Thompson, presented a program of special music at the
June brunch of Christian Women of Murray. A prayer coffee will be Thursday. July 12, at 10 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church and the next brunch will be Friday. July
20, at 10 a.m. at Green Horse Restaurant. All interested
women are invited. For brunch reservations by July 18 call
Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Jo Lovett at 753-4683.

fl

W:46::04w:a:G:4

Dr. Koelsch received his BS in molecular biolou from Vanderbilt University in Nashville.
Tennessee in 1992 where he graduated cum laude. He received his medical degree in 199€
and conducted his postgraduate work in general surgery in the Department of Surgery at
the University of Tennessee College of Medicine in Memphis. Tennessee.
Dr. Koelsch a member of the American College of Surgeons. the Society of American
Gastrointestinal Endoscopic Surgeons and the American Medical Association. He and
his wife. Peggy, have two sons -and enjoy family, fishing, water skiing and golf.
•
To schedule an appointment, call 270-753-2444.

•
David Werner Koelsch, M.D.
General Surgeon
West Kentucky Surgical, Inc.
Medical Arts Building, Suite 401 East
300 South Eighth Street
Murray. KY-4207I

90 Spruce Street • 759-9243
Locally Owned & Operated-

(270) 753-2444

parole's re
ht

A

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOS-PITAL
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Myfurl/say-Calloway County
43irectory of Churches
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
OAK GROVE
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m_
Church .
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School ,
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
scuffs GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
6:00- p.m.
Evening Worship
• SINKING SPRING
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.,6:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship Services
10 am.& 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m.& 6 prn.
Wednesday
7 p.m

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 10 15 am.
Sabbath School
Worship
Sat 9 00 a.m.

ASSEMBLIES OF SOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
900 a.m.

BAPTIST BLOOD RIVER
11100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9-45 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Morning Services
. 6:00 p.m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST awacx
Wednesday Serv.
6.30 p m
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship Service
600 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Worship
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
..
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
9.30 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Services
10 45 a.m. & 6 p.m
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6.45 p.m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10 45a.m
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9.30 a m
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
-,unday School
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
& 10:30 a.eri
Sun Schools
8. 9-15 & 10-30 a.m.
Evexting-Worstup
'
Wed Worship
7pm
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
10:30 a m & 6 30 p m
9 30 a.m
Sunday School
5 30 p m
Wednesday Worship
7-00 p m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Service 11.00 a.m & 6.00 p.m
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
KERKSEY BAPTIST
',I.rning Worship
11-00 a.m
6:30 p.m
Evening Worship
- LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10:00,a m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Preaching
Wednesday Night
7.00 pm
LOCUST GROVE
10 00 a.m
Sunday School *
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p
700 p.m
Wednesday Worship LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2:00 p.m.
1st Sunday
200 p.m
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Holy Eve
6:00 p.m.
Holy Day
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:15 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 10 a.m.

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service
-MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
600 p in
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed.

10.30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship .
Evening Worship
_ 6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
.
. - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
1015 a.m.
Evening Worship
_6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
DEXTER
'
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m:-& 6:00 p.m,
Wednesday
7:00p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL
BAPTIST
,unday School
9-30 am.
Worship
11-00 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11.00 am
6:00 pm
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
Mornici Worship
10 00 a m

Children's Sun, School
11 a.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m..
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday- Home Groups
6:00 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
10 a.m.
Sun, Celebration Services
Wed. Spiritua'Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7:00 p m
1000 a.m.
Sunday Morning
Sunday Evening
700 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
7 p.m,
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
930 a.m.
Worship
1130 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARIMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
1/4 rmles west of Lynn Grove on liwy 94
10:00 a m.
Sunday School
10 45 a in
Worship
7-30 p m.
Evening Service
NEW LIFE
Thursday - Bible Study
7 p.m.
10.30 a m.
Sundays - Worship
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 a.m.
Public Talk
Watchtower Study
1030 a.m.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
8:00 a.m.
Worship
Bible Study
9:15 am.

METHODIST

The command that Christ has given us is this:
whoever loves God must love his brother also.
Good News Bible 1 John 4:21

formal /Pear

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER

7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
• Bible Study
. Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH.OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
Morning Worship
_10.100 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT.OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
. 6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a m

E.41,41,-c-itiI1 thritr lex If"
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BET'HEL UNITED
.
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night

11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 arm.
Worship Service
Sunday School ,
9:50 a.m._

6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 am.
Evening Worship
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL.
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00. a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
'GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:00 am.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 am.
Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
,
10:00 a.m.
Worship

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED
9.00 a.-M.
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
Church School
TO:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
- Holy Eucharist
9:30 a.m.
5:15 p.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
1030 a.m.

the. Fras, a-clact rata:
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vN
ELECTRIC
HOLESALE

SUPPLY

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

High Quality

206 E. Main
753-8194

BEASLEY'S
SATELLITE & ANTENNA

RENTAL-SALES

759-4522

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m -11 p m.
Midnight on Weekends

(
)
4
Arbls

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
anclWorittlik. .10;34 4.41. &6 p.m
7 p.m
Wednesday Family Training
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7:00 p.m
Saturday Evening
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p.m
Worship Serv.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
• 10 a.m. & 6 p.m

PRESBYTERIAN
.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10.:00 a.m.
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
.
11:00 a.m
Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
OAK GROVE
Sunday School

10.00 a m

s
cl*us
I,

500 North 4th Street
270-759-0901
FORD

sitgeel

L.

MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753-1489

Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

LAIJNDRY

BOONE
CLEANERS

Call in or fax your order!
Phone: 759-3663
Fax 759-3329

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY

Hrs: Sun.-T4urs.10 a.m.-10 p.m.

753-2552

Frt. & Sat. 10 a.m.-11 p.m
1510 Chestnut St. • Murray (At Five Points/

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270-767-3660

Lubes & Fuel

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years"
403 S. L.P. Miller•753-0212

=MO

WOODWFTEIFCS
GALLERIES

FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 p.m
'Sun. Ser.
.

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.

Building Blocks & Ready MX Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

Hwy.641 North

00000
Mob.. .9 pees to

Street

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CENTER

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
Church
1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p m.
Wednesday
CALVARY TEMPLE
10.30 a m.
Sunday School
Worship
6:30 p.m,
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00.a.m.
Sunday School.
- 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

Cain
9
S0
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•000GE•JEEP FIVE 8TAR

Inc.

200 East Main Street • 753-8201

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.

Thornton Tile and Marble

4=iia

lAu
rilLI
SUPPLY COMPANY

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning'Worship
1100 a in
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:0_0 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m

wise> itraczirt•

11.abr,J=s

For All Special Occasions
304 Main St.. Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1300 • "roll Free 1-888-367-6757

Sunday School
1000 a m
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
MT. CARMEL
10:00 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:45 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:000 m
Morning Service

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield. Ky.

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main

Murray

'We have over 50 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

753-1962

Murray
Appliance
212 E. IVIalti

753-1586

FAMILY STEAK
HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
753-0440

The1)
Murray B
Hay Banking Should I3c

405 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and.in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

Q MURRAY
EDGER &TIM ES
(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com
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Worship
Friday, July 6, 2001

In His Service: Churches list speakers
Various churches have released
information concerning their worship
services for the coming weekend as
follows:
Seventh-day Adventist: Worship services will be Saturday at 9
a.m. with Sabbath School at 10:15
a.m.
Bethel Fellowship: The Rev.
Shelby Underhill, pastor, will speak
at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services.
Locust Grove Baptist: The Rev.
Jeffrey D. Elliott, pastor, will speak
about "Why Are We Here Part II with
scripture from Matthew 22:34-39 at
the 11 a.m. worship service and
about "Standing for God No Matter
the Cost" with scripture from Daniel
6 at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Wednesday's study will focus on
"Baptism of the Holy Spirit and Birth
of the Church" with scripture from
Acts 2.
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: The Rev. Terry
Vasseur, pastor, will speak about "A
Celebration of Life" with scripture
from Zechariah 14:20-21 at the 11
a.m. worship service. Jim Cain will
be in charge of children's time.
Dean Cochrum and Margaret Nell
Boyd will be in charge of the music.
Emmanuel Baptist: The Rev.
Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak
about "Begin With Us" with scripture
from Ezekiel 8 and 9 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. The Rev. Derek
Bujak, guest speaker from Bay City,
Mich., will speak at the 6 p.m. wor-

ship service.
Goshen United Methodist: The
Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will
speak about "Nobody Wants to
Make Cold Calls" with scripture from
Luke 10:1-11 at the 9 a.m. worship
service. Lay assistant will be Tom
Villaflor with Ben Maxham and
Justin Doyle as ushers. Children's
Church will be directed by Kathy
West. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. The non-traditional service will
be at 11 a.m. with Ronnie Hutson as
speaker.
University Church of Christ:
Alan Cooper, pulpit minister, will
speak about "A New Way of Seeing
Life" at the 10 a.m worship service
and about "Principles of Prayer" at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader with Jeremy Bell as youth director and
Charley Bazzell as campus director.
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr. Todd
Buck, pastor, will speak at the 10
a.m. and 6 p.m.'worship services.
The Buck family will present special
music at the more hour and Whitney
and Shauna Wicker will sing at the
evening hour. Sunday School will be
at 9 a.m. and Discipleship Training
at 5 p.m. For information call 7537321 or 436-2204.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist:
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor, will
speak about at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Diana Tatlock is choir director and Betty Poole and Ginny
Shropshire are accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.

Martin's Chapel U. Methodist:
The Rev, Michael Blake, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m worship service. h Ralph Robertson is choir director and Carmaleta Eldridge is pianist. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. Tuesday Bible Study will be at
9 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Dennis
Norvell, pastor, will speak about
"Press On" with scripture from Hebrews 10:32-39 at the 8:45 and 11
a.m. worship services and about
"He's Coming! He's Coming! He's
Coming!!!" with scripture from 1
Thessalonians 4:13-18 at the 7
p.m. worship service. Ryker Wilson,
minister of music, will lead the worship services with Susan Reynolds,
Hazel Brandon, Anita Bradley, Jennifer Wilson and Carol Kelly as accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and Discipleship Training
at 6 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ:
Richard Guill, minister, will speak
about "Administration of sound Doctrine" with scripture from / Peter 5:14 at the 10:15 a.m. service and
about "The First Commandment"
with scripture from Judges 2:10-13
at the 6 p.m. worship service. Kevin
Smith and Dustin Lax will be song
leaders.
Immanuel Lutheran: The Rev. Dr.
Chad Foster, new pastor, will speak
about "Confessing Christ" with scripture from Luke 9:18-24 at the 8 a.m.
worship service for the fifth Sunday
after Pentecost. Social Hour will be

at 9:15 a.m. and Sunday School and

Adult Bible Class will be at 9:30 a.m.
Glendale Rd. Church of Christ:
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "For the Love of the
Lost" with scripture from Acts 8:2639 at the 9 a.m. worship service and
about "Because You've Asked: How
Can I Forgive a Mate Who Has Hurt
Me?" with scripture from Luke 17:15 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Curtis Darnall will direct the song service. Garry Evans is involvement minister, Alan Martin is outreach minister and Nick Hutchens is youth minister. A short worship service will be
at 5 a.m. and Bible Classes at 10
a.m.
Grace Baptist: The Rev. R.J.
Burpoe will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service and the Rev. Dusty
Darnell at the 6 p.m. worship service. The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, is away on a mission trip in
Trinidad. John Wood is minister of
music with Dwane Jones and
Oneida White as accompanists. The
choir will sing "How Long Has It
Been" at the morning hour and "I
Am Thine, 0 Lord" at the evening
hour.
First' Presbyterian: The Rev.
Joe Tarry will speak about "Soul for
Sale" with scripture from / Kings
21:1-20
at the 10 a.m. worship
service. Margaret Boone is choir director and Mandl° Green is organist. The choir will sing "The Lord Is
My Shepherd." Also assisting will be
the Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery. liturgist, Sal and Frances Matarazzo
and Donald Fleming. Sunday
School will be at 9 a.m. and Korean
worship service at 4 p.m.
Memorial Baptist: The Rev. Jim
Simmons,
pastor, will speak at the
through
continue
and
miles
a.m.
five
at
8:30
located
Church of Christ,
10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship servout of the of the Old Mayfield 8:30 p.m. The program'on Sunday
ices. His morning subject will be
will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
Road, Paducah.
"God Can Do It Again" with scripture
Garland
include
cooperative
will
Speakers
The lectureship is a
from II Corinthians 9:6-9. Paul
effort of congregations of churches Elkins, Gary Colley, B.J. Clarke, ams is minister of music with Kathy
of Christ and interested individuals Michael Hatcher, Glenn Colley, Thweatt and Tonya Thompson as
in' West K-e ntuck y --The-theme -will- Roben-14Y1ofilg
----f
4----A"''—
,----Y—anci-Ciir-----accompanists. The sanctuary choir
will sing "Holy Ground" at the mornbe "TheKind of Preaching Needed tis Cates.
The public is invited. For infor- ing hour. Assisting will be David Rain the 21st Century."
mey. Bill Dale and Darryel Lee. SunThe program will begin Saturday mation call 1-270-554-2496.
day School will be at 9:40 a.m.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak at
the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Tommy Scott is minister of
music. Jeremy Hudgin is minister of
students and Lisa Whitt is minister
of children. Sunday School will be at
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist. Christian Church, Paducah. will be 9:30 a.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell Ray,
Church, located on Walnut Street. the guests for the program at 3 p.m.
A potluck dinner will be served pastor, will speak about "Jesus
Murray, wil have its annual homeChrist Is Lord" with scripture from
at 1:30 p.m.
coming--ow-Sunday.

Bible lectureship planned
The 22nd annual West Kentucky
Bible Lectureship will be Saturday
and Sunday, July 14 and 15, at the
church building of Sunny Slope

Church plans
performances
Heartland Worship Center at
Paducah will present "A Nation
Surrendered," an adaptation of"My
Utmost for His Highest," on Saturday at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. and Sunday at 6 p.m.
Featured in the program will be
music, multimedia, original narration and drama to trace America's
social, cultural and spiritual history.
Admission is free. The center is
located at 4777, Alben Barkley Dr.,
Paducah. exit 7 off Interstate 24.

Local church to hold
homecoming service

The Rev. Donnie Walkup. pastor. and members of the Clay Street

The Rev. Lester Peebles. pastor,
invites the public to attend.

prestigious award covers tuition
for eight semesters.
The Physics Student Support
Scholarship is available to all
students pursuing a degree in
physics. The' Engineering Partnership covers the costs of housing for engineering students.
The son of Patrick and Candy
Webb of Murray, Austin will be
majoring in engineering physics
at MSU.
During high school.Webb was
the president of the Student Council, captain of the academic team
and captain of the soccer team.
He was also a member of the
varsity tennis team, Beta Club,
National Science Honor Society,
Postponing Sexual Involvement,
speech team. Pep Club, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, and
the yeartfook staff.
He received the Perfect
Attendance Award, Academic
Award for soccer and tennis, Academic All-State Award for soccer, National Achievement Academy Award in mathematics, history and government, and the
Hugh O'Brien Youth Leadership
Award.
In addition, Webb was honored as the outstanding student
in English, honors biology and
advanced placement chemistry. He
was a Governor's Scholar,
Advanced Placement -Scholar and
valedictorian. He was voted Most
Outstanding Senior and Most
Intellectual Senior by his classmates.
Kristi Williams, a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Honor Scholarship at Murray State
University. The Honor Scholarship recognizes students for their
numerous achievements in high

school, church
and community.
The daughter of Roy
Williams
of
Hopkinsville
Kathryn
and
Williams
of
Murray, •Kristi
will be majoring in pre-medicine at MSL:.

Whitney Alexander, a 2001
graduate of Murray High School,
has been awarded the Roads
Scholars Leadership Hous n
Scholarship
and the Robert
"Fats"
A...
Everett Memorial Scholarship
at Murray State
University:
The Roads
Scholar Leadership Housing
Scholarship is
awarded to students based on
contributions to school, church and
community. The award is applied
to normal university housing
charges and is a one-year nonrenewable award. .
The Robert A. "Fats" Everett
- Memorial Scholarship is awarded to an entering freshman.
She is the daughter of Danny
and Donna Alexander of Murray.
During high school. Alexander was a member of the Future
Business Leaders of America. Pep
Club, Spanish Club. HOSA and
Tiger Pride. She was also a teen
leader for Postponing Sexual
Involvement and co- editor of
the newspaper:

SUBSCRIBE TO THE PAPER FOR ALL THE NEWS

as accompanists. Sunday School
will be at 9 a.m.

Calvary Temple: Bro. J.H. Lipford, pastor, will speak at the 10:30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship services. Bill and Pat Balentine and Dee
Upford will be in charge of the music
with Toy Ross assisting.
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist: The
Rev. Lester Peebles, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m
Hazel Baptist: The Rev. Tim
Cole, pastor, will speak at 10:30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship services. Gene Orr Miller will direct the
music with Gwyn Key and Rhonda
Lamb as accompanists..
Greater Hope Baptist: The Rev.
W.E. Cheaney, pester, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m, worship service with
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church: Fr.
Ray Goetz, pastor, will conduct
masses at 5:15 p.m. Saturday and 8
and 10 a.m. on Sunday.
Russell C. United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritton, pastor,
will speak at 9:45 a.m. worship service Sunday and at 7 p.m. service
Wednesday. Red Woods is songleader with Margie Charlton as pianist. Sunday School will be at 11 a.m.
and Wednesday service at 7 p.m.
Palestine United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritton, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
worship services. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. and Bible Study at
6 p.m.
Higher Praise Center: Pastor
E.F. Clere will be ministering at the
10:30 a.m. worship service .and at
the miracle worship service at 6
p.m. Todd Clere is minister of music.
Apostolic Pentecostal: Dale
Mewman will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 5 p.m. worship services at the
New Providence Baptist: The
church at 513C South 12th St., MurRev. Bobby Joe Edmonsoh, new ray. Sunday School will be at 10
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 a4n. For
.informationsall cell phone
p.m. worship services'. Sunday
994-3074.
School will be at 10 a.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist: The Rev. Jack Dickerson, pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
Acolytes will be Alex Paschall and
Jacob McGinnis. Also assisting will
be Doyan and Lan Jennings. Mitch
Jackson, Brian McClard, Darren
Clark and Kyle Erwin,
Northside Baptist: The Rev.
Brett Miles, pastor, will speak at the
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Max McGinnis is song leader
with Joy Young and Janeann Turner

Paying too
much for car
insurance?

ke,t4,vett

Scholarships awarded to students
'Casey. Smith. a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
George Beiderwell Scholarship at
Murray State University. The
George Beiderwell Scholarship is awarded to residents
of Kentucky
west of the
Pennyrile Parkway.
He is the
son of Stacey
Pamela
and
Sniith of Kirksey.
During high school. Smith was
a member of the Pep Club, football team, basketball team, track
wan and cross country team. He
received tte Academic ExCellence
Award, Athletic Award and the
Booster Club Recognition Award
for football; the Coaches Award
and the Academic Award for
track; and the Varsity Academic
Award and Most Improved Runner Award for cross country.
Smith also received the 4Punctual and Regular Attendance Award.
*****
Austin Webb, a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Provost Scholarship. the Physics
Student Support Scholarship, and
the Engineering Partnership
Scholarship at
Murray State
University.
The
Provost Scholarship is presented to students for their
outstanding
academic
achievement and leadership. This

Acts 2:22-36 at the 10:45 a.m. worship service and the Rev. Terry
Garvin, associate pastor, will speak
about "Doctrine of the Church" at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Joetta
Kelly, preschool/children minister,
will have the children's sermon.
Mike Crook is minister of music with
Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray as
accompanists. The sanctuary choir
will sing "Majesty" and Tab Brockman will sing a solo, "In Christ
Alone" at the morning hour. Marcy
Snodgrass will sing a solo at the
evening hour. Assisting will be Dr.
Duane Bolin and the Rev. Buron
Richerson. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
First Christian: The Rev. William C. Homer, minister, will speak
about "Mission Impossible" with
scripture from Matthew 6:25-30 at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service.
Mark Dycus is choir director with
Angie Thome as organist. Margery
Shown will sing "Eternal Life." Eddie
Phelps will be worship leader and
Nikky Martin and Latasha Martin will
be acolytes. Assisting will be Don
McCord, Michael Ridley, John Fuqua, Dave Reeves, Krista Crass,
Bryan Warner and Lesa Stanley. Erica Cheatham is youth director. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m. and
Board meeting at 11:30 a.m.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor, will speak
at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship
services. Norma J. Reed, minister of
discipleship, will be liturgist and
Courtney Billington and Sarah
Doran will be acolytes. Pam Wurgler is minister of music with Joan
Bowker as organist. Sarah Wurgler
will sing a solo. -Adonai" at the early
service and the chancel choir will
sing "Be Though My Vision" at the
later service.

Get affordable coverage
from State Farm.

July 9-15
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Services at 7 p.m. nightly
Guest Speaker: Darvin Stom
Potluck after July 15 morning service

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
Take Hwy. 121S to Rt. 893 into New Providence. Church is
directly across from New Providence Grocery Store.

See me:
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270/753-9935
statefarm.com
sr.tirm MAO
Sete
nona Olfices &caw .•

THE 2001 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURES
Saturday, July 14 Sunday, July 15
Sunny Slope Church of Christ

Make Plans to Attend!
For further
information:

6465 Old Mayfield Rd. Paducah, KY 42003

554-2496

k CR & Cassette

Tapes of Lectures %%ill
Re As ailahle!

THEME:"The Kind ofPreaching Needed in the 21st Centiuy"

"the Kind of Preaching
Needed in the :1st Centurs"
Garland 1 lkin',. Memphis. IN
it 30 a.m Saturdas

"Jonah's ('all to Preach"
\fichael Hatcher. Pensacola, 11
9.15 am Saturdas

"Making A Christian Marriage"
B J Clarke. Sciuthasen, MS
10 a m Saturdas

"Lessons From Paul on Moralits"
\
Gars
II, 4' .1

Sunday, July 15

Saturday, July 14
1 - 2:15 p.m. OPEN FORUM
Panel - Garland Elkins, Curtis Cates, Robert
l'alor, B.J. Clarke
Moderator Gar

2 p.m. "If The Prophet Had Bid Thee Do Some
Crest Thing, Wouldest Thou Not Have Done It?"
Curtis Cates, Olisc Branch, MS
2:45 p.m."The Old Soldier's Faressell"
Michael llatcher, Pensacola. H

•
"Change Agents in the
Church"
'Oben las lor. Riples I
2.15 p m Saturdas

"Ancient orinth &
Modern America"
Glenn Cones. Colliers die.
3 pm.-Saturdas

"Where Do We Go From
Here!"
Jeff Arches.
Ilendersons die. TN
3 45 p m. Saturdas.

"Wolses in Sheep's
Clothing"
('unis Cate*,
Cline Branch, MS-.
7 p m Saturdas,

"Spiritual Stash;Michael Ilawher,
Pensacola. 11
745 p.m. Saturdas
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Chevrolet Just Started Building

NOW IN STOCK!

Participants in the Kick Asthma Day Camp include, back row from left: Michael Orr, Amy Cox,
Robyn Ridley, Lindsey Dean, Ramsey, Matthew Queen,Zachary Burton, Louis Cignoni, Sarah
Burkeen, Jacob Hite and Olivia Dean. Middle row from left: David Hite, Clint Wilson, Stephen
Orr, Aaron Lawrence, Jonathon Pritchett and Rebekah Burkeen. Front row from left: Taylor
Ramsey, Joey Miller, Robert Cignoni, Patrick Griffo and Ashleigh Eldridge. Not pictured are
Robert and Wesley Kaler.

MCCH hosts third annual
Kick Asthma Camp
Special to the Ledger

1.9% APR FINANCING
14-To Pick-From:-

The third annual Kick Asthma
Day Camp was held at MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Center tor Health and Wellness.
The Respiratory Therapy section
of MCCH's Cardiopulmonary
Department hosted the event that
was co-sponsored through a grant
from Shering Pharmaceutical
Company.
The free-one-day camp was for
children ages seven to 12 and their
parents. The children learned more
about what can trigger their asthma, how to cope-with-airway prob-

lems and prevent hare-ups.
Murray allergist Dr. Richard Stout
was a guest speaker for the caregivers and parents who attended.
He provided asthma, prevention
instruction, tips on coping with the
illness and information about the
newest asthma prevention medications.
The young campers enjoyed a
day of making new friends and
participating i n age-appropriate
games.. crafts, asthina learning
games and swimming. The children and their families received
many free, asthma-related items
ancl'prizes.

Asthma continues to be diagnosed on a frequent basis. More
than 75,000 children and some
130,000 adults in Kentucky has
asthma. It can be caused by allergies or it can be exercise- or environmentally-induced. It affects the
bronchial tubes leading to the
lungs and can cause shortness of
breath,,tightness in the chest, dry
coughing and chronic fatigue.
Anyone who knows of a child
who would benefit from participating in the summer 2002 asthma
camp can contact the hospital's
Respiratory Therapy office at 7621174.

TAHOE • SUBURBAN • YUKON • DENALI

$1,000 -- 1/2 Ton Extended Cab Full Size Truck
$1,000- Monte Carlo
$750.00- Chevrolet Cavalier
rVil I= We're Professional Grade
Asthma Camp staff included these Respiratory Therapy employees of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Cardiopulmonary Department, back row from left: department director
John Weatherly. Kathy Hite, Dawn Henderson, Brandon Dowdy-volunteer, Russell Dowdy.
Front from left Lori Jewell, Shaun Workman, Michelle Smothers and Tammy Dobbs, volunteer. Not pictured are Kathy Norman and Mitzi Bucy.

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270) 753-1629
Email address - dtaylor@Idd.net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270) 753-2617

[RAPE CRISIS
CENTER
1-800-928-7273

Take a drive on
Banderas Avenue

Now save
up to 20% on
State Farm
car insurance.

RANCHO SANTA MARGARI- the intersection as one of the top
TA. Calif.(AP)— There's nothing five funniest named intersections
all that funny about driving in the country.
' ,Road rage? Not likely at the
Antonio Parkway.
Then it crosses Avenue de las ' . - intersections of Grinn and Barret
drives in West Chester, Ohio; and
Banderas.
"You. should see the reaction Ho and Hum roads in Carefree,
when we try to give directions. Ariz. They made the list. too.
The intersection of Hickory,
You tell people turn left at the corner of Antonio Banderas and they Dickory and Dock streets put
laugh." said Kathleen Haton, Harahan, La., on the list. Nearby
whose city planning office is near Mouse Street just missed it.
And one has to wonder if there's
the intersection in this small community 60 miles south of Los a white house somewhere near the
intersection of Bland and Gore
Angeles.
State Farm Insurance has listed streets in Pueblo, Colo.

See me to find out how

you may qualify:

AffORDABLf

SPORT UTILITY

2000 Model - 7 To Choose From

$299 Down (Total Upfront Money)
$299 A Month Payment
69 Months at 9.9% APR
Sale price includes sale tax Miles between 11,000 to 19,000.

Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
— Murray, KY
270/753-9935
TTTTT 1•1.1

INSURAMCI

Like a good neighbor. State LITM I% there
Stale Fan?, Mutual Automotolle Incurance I.on ram
(not on IMO • State Farm Indemnity Comparn I NI I
Home Offices liloomington

statefarm.com

A/OW OPEN!
WE BUY
•Aluminum .Cans
•Brass •Copper

West
Kentucky
Recycling

Eddie
Langston
Owner

906 N. 17th Street • Mayfield, KY
510 S. 4th Street • Murray, KY
(270)247-1220
Murray (270)767-9295
Mayfield
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CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
Just Say "Charge It"

WSA

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

010

010
Legals

060

Legals

Notice

Notice

$2.50 extra for Shopper iTues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted
I

INVITATION TO BID

STEVE VIDMER

The Murray Electric System is accepting bids
for the purchase of 1 full sized pickup truck.
Detailed Specifications can be obtained at the
MES office, located at 401 Olive Street,
Murray, Kentucky. Bids are due by July 12th,
2001. For more information, contact the
Superintendent, at 753-5312.

Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

020
Notice

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

PEACHES
&

!%4 CREAM

SWEET
CORN
435-4323

BLUEBERRIES U-Pick
$1 25/lb 8 miles north of
Murray, KY next to Dexter
Hardin Methodist Church,
on Highway #1824. it's old
641 Open evenings.
270-753-0289 after 5pm.

GOLF AT
-'ME TENNESSEAN
Ranked 6th "Best Golf Course in Tennessee" and
7th 'Best New Affordable Public Course in
America" by Golf Digest. The Tennessean Golf
Club is CHALLENGING BY DESIGN - EXTRAORDINARY BY NATURE! A tremendous driving
range with chipping and putting greens.
Unbelievable Bentgrass greens you won't forget

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

Notice

consistency ad in classifieds every

PEACHES &

623-8312.

Shopper for only $250.
Call

753-1 916 For Details

JEFFREY CEMETERY
Homecoming
Sunday, July 8
Paul Bogard
Speaker 11:30 a.m.
Basket lunch following
If unable to attend send donations to Marilyn
McKinney, 1240 Howard Rd., Farmington,
KY 42040, Jack Scott, 4904 Roosevelt Rd.,
Dexter, KY 42036, or Willie (Jack) Scott,
Roosevelt Rd., Dexter KY 42036, or Patsy
Stallons, 92 Jeffrey Ln., Dexter, KY 42036.
Cemetery located on Highway 1346, east of
Dexter.
060

Rapidly expanding rehabilitation facility
has openings in our Paducah and Murray
facilities for full-time, part-time and
PRN PT's, PTA's, and ATC's. Excellent
pa kc age.CC-Irma-KY salary and benefitslicensure is required. Submit resume
including 3 references to:

VEGETABLES,ETC
Copeland OrChartit
Mayfield Ky 42066

day for amontt-Lnincluding

Lost and Found

LOST: male yellow Lab
about a month 'ago. Goes
by the name of Henry. Call
759-9215.

060
Help Wanted
35 yr old Home Improve
ment Co is looking for a
couple of good canvassers
to work in the county area.
Must have your own car.
Earn $300 to $500 wkly,
setting
good
appointments Commissions on
sales made from your appointments For more info
call 759-6110
ATTENTION
WORK FROM HOME
up to
$25 00-$75 00/hr PT/FT
MAIL ORDER/INTERNET
(888)248-7125
YourDestinyls Now com

060

Help Wanted

L

__

44 Wanted

DURA AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS,INC.,
a leading OEM supplier to the automotive industry is seeking a talented leader to till the position of Manufacturing
Engineer Supervisor in our Fulton. KY facility. The Fulton
tacility is responsible for modular window assemblies.
This position will supervise and assist manufacturing engineers' with program activities. process improvement, cost
savings, and scrap reduction The candidate will support
research and development ot ne-w products and program
launches, and will assist in the development of annual capital budgets. This position reports to Plant Engineering
Manager.
This position requires a Bachelor's degree in engineering
with 5-8 years • related experience. Automotive and strong
injection mold tooling experience is required.
DURA offers a competitive salitiy and benefits program.
Check us out the web at duraauto.com We are an equal
(immunity employ ei
Please send testifies to:
Dura Automotive Systems, INC.
Attn: HR Manager
PO Box 1440
Fulton, KY 42041
Duncan.j@duraauto.com
Fax:(270)472-0368

C7T

IJRA Automotive Systems,

a leading OEM supplier to the automotive industry
is seeking a talented leader to fill the position of
Continuous Improvement Coordinator in our
Fulton. KY facility. The Fulton facility is responsible
for modular window assemblies.
This position will coordinate and facilitate employee empowerment and continuous improvement
activities in the plant for factory and management
participants. Working knowledge of Kaizenprincipies, must have ability to lead workshops using JIT,
First Time Quality, 5S, Quick Changeover, TPISf, and
Kanban concepts. Extensive experience in a CI leadership position is required as well as solid computer skills. Proficient in time motion studies. Ability
to create line layouts with AutoCAD and an
Industrial Engineering background are helpful.
We are looking for a leader. Experience in a fast
paced manufacturing environment is essential.
We offer a competitive salary and benefit program.
Check us out on the web at duraauto.com. We are an
equal opportunity employer.
Please send resumes to:
DURA AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS, INC.
Arm HR MANAGER
PO Box 1440
FULTON, KY 42041
DUNCAN.PaDURAACTO.COM
FAX:(270)472-0368

DRIVERS
Been There, Done That,
NOW TRY THIS!!
.2 Weeks CDL Training
*Earn $700 p/Week 1st Yr
•NO Money Down
.Housing & Lifetime Job
Placement
Call Mindy
1-800-995-5832
Exp Drivers Call
1-800-958-2353

PT - PTA - ATC

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $182 with this 2x2

COMPUTER
INSTRUCTOR
Christian County----Pubhc
School seeking Computer
Instructor to teach A+
Computer
Maintenance
Curriculum to high school
students Must have highly
proficient computer skills
and four years of successful experience in computer
systems/maintenance to
meet requirements for KY
Vocational Education Certificate Send resume to
Pam Nunn, 200 Glass
Avenue, Hopkinsville, KY
42240

Part-time LPN
or RN needed.
Competitive
wages and benefits. Experience
required. Please
mail resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-L,
Nlurray, KY
42071

Regina West
Purchase Area Physical Therapy
208 South 6th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Fax: 270-759-9501

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
Immediate Openings Exist
An entry level position is available for a qualifted professional to provide effective-meaningful
work with children and their families. Pennyrile
Allied Community Services, Inc. is accepting
resumes for the position of Family Group
Decision Making Meeting, Coordinator/
Facilitator. The successful applicant will serve
families in the 17 counties of- Western KY. The
applicant must posses the following skills: a
team player, highly motivated to serve families
and children, excellent communication skills, a
self starter, honest, flexible, punctual, have a
working knowledge of community resources
and have the ability to make well informed decisions independently. Training will be provided.
These are fill time positions and PACS provides oa
excellent fringe *milt package unmatched in this
area.
A Bachelor's degree in Social Work, Psychology,
Sociology, Oranizational Communication or
other social serives related fields is recommended. All interested individuals are urged to send
their resume' by Friday, July 13, 2001 to:
"Family Group Decision Making Position"
do Mr. John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
Family and Community Intervention
Programs
P.O. Box 582
Hopkinsville, KY 42241-0582
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc. is,
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

CAN YOU SELL?
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS is experiencing
rapid growth We seek caindividuals
reer-minded
with superior people skills
who are looking for a
GREAT opportunity.
You will be working with
new and existing customers. If you are outgoing,
confident, enjoy working
with people. have excellent phone skills, like limited travel and want a rewarding challenge., .please
apply Excellent pay and
benefits with a bonus incentive plan included No
previous sales experience
required
Send resume to SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS,
ATTN. Human Resources.
106 Max Hurt Drive. Murray. KY 42071

HIRING IN THE SPOT!!!
18 Wheels In 15 Days
$600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
No Employment Contracts
260 Immediate Openings
Want Big Bucks $$$
Drive Big Trucks!!!

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908

City Planner

Department:

Murray Planning &
Engineering

Minimum salary for the position (depending

on training and experience) $12.28 per hour
plus benefits
City of Murray benefit package includes

health insurance, life insurance, retirement
plan, longevity, wellness plan, sick, vacation
and personal days.
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the City
Clerk's office located in City Hall at
20.7 S. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
If you have questions concerning this position, please contact the Personnel Office at
270-762-0353.

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW'
Need a great career'?
Werner needs'entry- level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits NO GDP
NO PROBLEM' CDL training is now available in your
area 800-242-7364

Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m. Thursday, July 19, 2001.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employer
Drug screening will be required of successful
applicant.

1

Niehaus Industrial Sales, a division of OKI Systems

Limited, has an opportunity for an experienced lift
truck technician in the Paducah, KY area. Ideal candidates have experience in main/repair of forklifts
and other material handling equipment. Related
Experience
in
maint/repair
of
heavy
equip/auto/diesel a plus. Top pay and benefits.
Apply in person/send resume/Call: Niehaus
Industrial Sales, 5007 Oak Grove Road, Evansville,
IN 47715;
(815)524-7228; FAX (812)524-2657.

EOE. M/V/D/F.

DURA Automotive Systems,Inc.,
Would you like to be a part of an exciting
new opportunity available with a local company located near Murray, KY?

This candidate will design and develop plant manufacturing processes, machinery, tooling, production layout and
material flow while focusing on continuous improvement,
cost savings, scrap reduction, and capital equipment
analysis. The candidate will also assist in the quoting
process of new programs.
This position requires a Bachelor's degree in engineering
field with 1-3 years experience in the automotive industry.
Controls /electrical engineering experience is preferred.
DURA otTers a competitive salary and benefits program.
Check us out the web at duraauto.com. We are an equal
opportunity employer.
Please send resumes to:
Dura Automotive Systems, INC.
.Attn: RR Manager
PO Box 1440
Fulton, KY 42041
Duncian.jOiduraaido.com Fax:(270472-0368

Current growth has allowed us to expand our
team members. We seek an energetic, motivated, dependable individual to fill full-time
positions. Individual will need to be familiar
with general office skills and comfortable with
customer service/contact by telephone
Computer technology skills in Microsoft Word
& Excel, and good communication skills a plus.
Offering a competitive wages and benefit
package.

EXPERIENCE auto techni- SONIC Drive-In of Murcian. Work Monday- Fri- ray is now taking appliday Pay basic on expen- cations for crew members for all shifts. No
---ences
phone tails please. ApApply at
ply in person at Sonic
University Tire & Auto
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St,
1406 Main St.
FULL-TIME position avail- Murray.
able immediately in estabELITE Cony/Remember
lished dermatology office.
When Cafe.
Duties include answering
Lynn Grove, KY
phone, scheduling ap- Now taking
applications
pointments, filing charts, for:
Part time (day) cook
mailing statements, etc. Part
time (evening) grill
Please send typewritten cook
resume with handwritten
Part
time
waitresses,
cover letter to Dermatolocashiers, busboys. & dishgy of Murray, 300 S 8th
washers
St. Suite 281-W, Murray,
Call435-4500 ask for Julie
Ky 42071. Resumes must
be in office by noon on
RESTAURANT
7-13-01
manager needed.
Absolutely no phone Sonic Of Murray
is now
calls.
take applications for
FULL-Time Route Driver
shift managers. Prior
Salary $400-$500/week
restaurant management
Apply at 411 N. 4th St.
experience
preferred.
MOTHERS/OTHERS
Must be able to work
Earn $1,000/$6.500
days, nights, & weekPT/FT month
ends. Pay rate will be deAssisted training.
pendent on previous
Free book. 888-641-7930
management experience.
www.goldsparr.com
Apply in person or send
OWN a computer?
resume to Sonic Drive-in
Put it to work!
217 S. 12th St. Murray.
$25- $75/ hr PT/ FT
Ky 42071. No phone
888-689-7989
calls please.
pcworkforme com
PART-TIME housekeeper
Must be available Saturday America's Paradise
Resort 436-2767
`..."eiNeek■-•••

741i

Paris Manor Nursing Center
Position Available
Full or Part-Time CNA & LPN - All Shifts
-Full Time Benefits
'Paid Vacation
*Paid Holidays
'Sick Leave Pay
.40IK Retirement
.Group Health insurance

'Years of Service Monetary Av.ar,:
*Yearly Perfect Attendance
(Monetary Award)
•Employee Stock Ownership
Program

Apply in Person Tuesday Arm Friday

Paris Manor Nursing Center
I.OL

Position:

EXPERIENCE0 LIFT TRUCK TECH

a leading OEM supplier to the automotive industry
seeking a talented leader to fill the position of
Manufacturing Engineer in our Fulton, KY facility. The
Fulton
b
facility is responsible for modular window assem-

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job
opportunity:

•

Mechanics

1000 Old Murray Road. Paris. TN
-People Curing f',
,People'

PHOTOGRAPHER/
REPORTER
needed for 6-day-week newspaper in Western Kentucky.
Candidate should have degree.
basic reporting skills, experience in digital photography.
Photoshop,
QuarkXPress.
Illustrator, ad retrieval. Mac
computers and layout/design.
Send samples of work and
resume to:
Editor, Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071-1040.

Please respond with your resume, for consideration by email, fax or US mail.

P.O. Box 123, Almo, KY 42020
Fax:(270)753-2229
Email: sales@jaeeagle.com

THE Cutting Edge is now
accepting applicatiook for
.
professional & dependable
stylist Apply in person or
call 731-641-0511 leave
message Located behind
Cracker Barrel
WANTED
Pr!. F/T Driver
To deliver auto parts local
area Bill Heard Chevrolet
Contact Danny Lamkins
Home 437-4677
Cell Phone 210-2811

DomesticI Childcare
MATURE individual to
care for two infants Monday through Friday. Please
mail credentials and references to:
P.O. Box 1040-W.
Murray, Ky 42071.
PERSON needed to pickup 2 children and provide
after school child care.
Hours are 2 30 to 6.00. 3
to 4 days per week Great
lob for high school or college student PO Box
1040-C Murray, Ky 42071
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553
WILL do house cleaning
Commercial or Residential
492-6177

Fast Eddies - Willy
Jacks Bar & Grill
Looking to expand into the
Murray area. Looking to
set up owner/ operator
partner or investment
group
For more information
618-524-5007

HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs

Yesterday Frozen
Custard and old fashion
burgers.
A unique up and coming
concept Located in Paducah, KY Looking to expand in the Murray area
Looking to setup Owner,
Operate. or investment
Group
For more information
618-524-5007

Computers
560 Compact Desk Pro
Computer. with monitor
keyboard, mouse, speakers, and several program
disks Window 95 Call
753-3520 after 3 30pm
CERTIFIED Tech services your computer Now
has laptops for sale Call
762-0042

120
Computers
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers $399.
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
• We pay cash
Old toys antiques.
collectibles 270-759-3456

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
BUYING standing timber
Large and small tracts
Office 436-5700
Donald 753-2533
Billy 436-5727
IF you have a baby bed in
good condition for' sale
please call 753-0988

150
Articles
For Sale
1998 Scotts Hydrostatic
riding lawn mower 16hp
command Kohler engine
with spin off oil filter 4?"
floating deck, less than 40
hours use. 753-5552
2 cemetery lots for sale at
Murray memorial Garden
Right next to Devotion
area 1-815-886-7941, ask
for Roy W Woods
•3-26) 27" bikes $15 -$50
each
.5 Robo
for 3- pts
Hitch tractor $650
*Bunk Beds/ black frame
ctuch futon style $450
new. asking S175 7536487
4 seafold wagons
435-4267
5 piece Pearl Forum .drum
set less than 3 months old
Includes base floor torn,
snare, & 2 toms, hi-hat
symbols & stand, crash
symbol & stand. and
throne 753-5552
MURRAY
Sport & Marine Center.
Boats motors. trailer & accessories 40% off
•1000 ft of 3 in pipe used
store fixtures
718 S 4th Murray. KY

STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer, leave message
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For Sole

320
Apartments For Rent

270
Mobile Hornet For Salt

SUN Quest 26 Pro Tan- C0012 Shop in the luxury
ning Bed. 2 end tables. 1 of air conditioning
Arrowhead Home Sales.
coffee table 767-9332
3124 Hwy 79N
•
Paris, Tn.
•
(2) washer/dryer sets
Good condition $200 00
per set firm 753-5661
ADMIRAL chest freezer
20 3 cu ft good condition
$100 753-0355 leave message
LARGE capacity Maytag
dryer, large capacity Amana washer Excellent condition $200 each or $375
for both Frigidaire 5950
BTU air conditioner, used
one summer, S150 7598694
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713,
160
Home Furnishings

• MUST SELL
1988 Clayton, mobile
home. 3br, 2 bath, Located
in Coach Estate.759-5658
NICE 14x70, 3br Price negotiable Call 759-9698 or
559-6215
SALE!! Red Tag Specials
on Sunshine and Franklin
Homes
Arrowhead Home Sales
1324 Hwy 79N
Paris, TN
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 16x60 2br, 2 ful
bath mobile home 4 miles
from Murray
(731)782-3221
NICE 16x80 on private lot
3 miles from town. 3br, 2
bath, dishwasher, microwave. and W/D furnished.
$425 per month. $400.
deposit 753-7930_
NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets. 753-9866.

BENCHCRAFT Premie
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
couch and chair Like new
Dark blue wgold floral ac
1'2 acre 5100 mo 753
cents $250/set. 436-5933
6012
days 436-0633 evenings
LOT for rent 492-8488
FOR Sale
Coach matching big chair LOT For Rent 753-9866
and ottoman recliner GE
300
Refrigerator. sleeper loveBusiness Rentals
seat. 4 oak kitchen chairs
Like new. 753-7492
LIKE new Broyhill stackable bunk beds Color oak
Call 753-6657
MOVING Sale
From the Oakhill collection
by Broyhill Massive Oak
Entertainment
Armoire
Center with 2 matching
Oak Bookcases Also solid
Oak 54" Round Table & 6
Chairs Athen Oak Gun
Cabinet, Roll Top Desk
753-7443
180
Lawn &Garden

1BR apt Roomy Clean
Walk to MSU $235 p/mo
753-2084
1BR Apt stove, refrigerator, DAN, W/D, Clean no
pets 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496
1BR, brick, storage new
aarpet, carport No pets
$325/mo
753-6931
559-3070
1BR. like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR. Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
.C
$300 Also 2br,
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR'new townhouse, central. garage. 3 story.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2br, 1 bath Duplex with
carport appliances furnished, W/D hookup central
gas heat/ air lyr. lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
2BR_, townhouse_ Brick.
C/H/A, all appliances.
Clean, nice Northwood
Dr. 1yr lease. No pets.
753-3153
7537900.
2BR , very nice furnished
apt C HIA, available now
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR, 1 bath. Walking distance to MSU Available
now! 759-5885.

I I_

300
Business Rentals

FOR RENT

5000 sq. ft. building. Air
conditioned offices &
warehouse space. Located
in the Spruce Street
Industrial Park
753-5976
after 5 436-5862

LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller. Go-carts, 4-wheels,
ect. Free pickup and deliv_
.e
.

.4;42)M-M-ERCIAL building
406 South 12th Street Serious inquires only Call
270-753-3966

partmerrts For Rent

4BFi Townhouse
- FOR re-nr-12001 ft-OfColeman RE
fice space. across from
7594118
new Court House $300
4br, Diuguid Drive ColeDanny Lampkins
man RE 759-4118
1948 Alice Chandler B Home 437-4677
APARTMENTS for rent
Wide front end with 4 ft Cell Phone 210-2811.
woods
.
pelly mower
to campus 753Close
HIGHWAY 641 North74-2789
753-1203 after
University Square. heavy 5980 or
5pm,
600 Ford Tractor w'bush traffic, ample parking, up
hog Call 753-6542 4pm to to 4.000 sq.ft Available in
Has
Apts
BRADLEY
'
30pm
30 days
bath.
Ap3br.
1
openings.
753-1492 Century 21
prox. 1,000sq ft Located
Loretta.
on campus behind Bradley
Mobile Homes For Sale
PROFESSIONAL Office
Book Company Nev•._.car1200 sq ft lease $750
1982 Clayton 14x60 2br 505 Main St 753-5859 pet, C11-1/A $400/ month
Also available, 1br with
New carpet, linoleum, new 753-4745
new carpet. $250/ month
dishwasher, *front porch,
759-4696 or 435-4632
new skirting, back steps
w rail Must sell!
CLEAN 1br., quiet street
435-4717
Various size units
$2504no. 753-9636.
Covered
1993 16x80
EXTRA nice, quiet- area,
Walnut Plaza
porch. well and septic, 2
great location 1br, 1 bath,
104 N. 5th
car carport with storage
Central gas heat/ air, all
753-9621
building on 2 acres.
appliances with W/D,- 1
$36.000 or make offer
year lease. 1 month deLocated in Kirksey 489posit No pets. 753-2905.
Apartments For Rent
2945
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St .
3 9 acres with .14x80 nice
now accepting applications
'mobile home with second 1 OR 2tor apts near down
for 2br townhouses, basic
hook up, city water town Murray starting a
5200 mo 753-4109
rent $3151 month. Office
535.000 436-5032
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
__araai. 2 bath 16x80 fleet1&2 bedroom Apts.
wood 99 super clean.'
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts _ 753-1970 Equal Housing
-- Opportunity
needs to be moved
902 Noan.Nibod Dr
GREAT 2br.:1 bath duMonday.
$23.900 Hwy 299 pasted
in
plexes/townhouses
Kirksey, right on Mount
Wednesday. Friday.
Northwood or Cambridge
Phone 759-4984
Carmel- Call for appointLawncare & appliances
ment 489-2050
Equal Housing
furnished, No pets
Opportunity
97 Fleetwood 16x80
753-2062 Days
1BR apt available all ap3br. 2 bath 2 decks
437-4833 Nights
pliances furnished Mur(270)354-9511
HOUSE 3. 4 bedroom
cal Realty 753-4444
Central air/heat 1,2,3
1BR Apt S225
Apartments furnished near
Small pets okay
MSU
RE
Coleman
FILL UP ON VALUE
753-1252 753-0606
759-4118
190
Farm Equipment
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Apartments For Rot

NICE 2br duplex wicarport 1821 Ridgewood- Dr
753-7457
NICE 2BR duplex Stove
& refrigerator WAD hookup 5 minutes N of Murray
$250/deposit $275/rent
489-2918
NICE 2br., duplex with
stove, refrigerator, W/D.
Lawn maintenance included. $450/mo.+secunty deposit. 753-9240
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1. 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
TRIPLEX apt 2br., washer
& dryer 1412 Hillwood
$400 rent + deposit 270753-6022
28R 2 bath duplex Carport 1303B Valleywood
$475 per month
Call 759-4406

PERSON needed to ren
room w/bath, clean No
parties. $300/mo includes
everything
Don (cell) 270-841-1460
340
Houses For Rent
2-3BR house. Appliances
urnished, washer, dryer,
and dishwasher. 1 year
lease, references required,
deposit.
753-4181 or 489-2181
2BR HOUSE,
Linzy Beane resident
436-2582
3BR, 2 full bath, approx 2.
715 sq. ft. C/H/A. DM_
W/D hookup. on Ky lake
Call Velda at Grey's Properties 759-2001 or 7531990 home.
3BR 2 bath Doublewide
in the country, close to
town 352-291-1932
NICE 2br in Hazel
492-852e - "
4BR.. 2 bath, on quiet
street. Furnished or unfurnished, $550/mo. $400 security deposit & references. 753-9211.

(3 Family)
1402-B Crystal
Brook Lane. Turn
on Bourland from
Diuguid Dr., follow
signs.
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m. - ?
Bikes, video games,
clothes, accessories.
lot of other new
things.

YARD SALE

MOVING
SALE
814 S. 9th
Sat., July 7th
7 a.m. - Noon
Furniture, record
albums.
Everything must
go!

GIGANTIC
YARD SALE
7 a.m. - ?

Contents of lake

155 Rieman Dr.

cabin & lots more

753-3853

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

Livestock & Supplies
BLACK & white appaloo
sa, 3yr old paint
Call 759-2455
FOR Sale Mixed hay/orchard grass 25 rolls
$21 00 per roll If interested call 436-5462 or 4365844

2 dining room
tables, baby swing.
baby high chair,
lots of nice clothing
- good condition,
dolls & toys.

1506 Canterbury
Sat., July 7th
7 a.m. - Noon

Al) Size Units
Available

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Instde climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

512 Beale St.
Sat. July 7th
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

404 North 8th St.
Estate Sale
Fri., July 7th
7 a.m. - Noon
Sat., July 8th
7 a.m. - Noon
Men's clothing - tee
shirts, dress shirts.,
assorted sizes still in
pkg., file cabinets, 4
drawer and many
household items.

Tile Dr., right on

CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-540. On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

2 mature breeding cocka
het, 2 yr old with new
cage $125 759-2039

(01.141. .0.11011.0

YARD SALE

go .6 mile, left on

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

Please call 247-7171 or 623-6302
for an application or for further information.

1403 Garland Ct
in Spring Creek
Oaks use
Canterbury
entrance
Sat.
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

94 E. right on 280.

BLUETICK Beagle pup's
first
shot's
Wormed.
525 00 each.
Phone 435-4264

The Villa Madonna HI elderly complex in Fancy Farm KY is now
taking applications for occupancy. These units are specifically
for persons ages 62 and older. Handicap accessibility features
are provided. These units are rent assisted units and rent is
based on family income.

YARD SALE

Sat., July 7
360
Storage Rentals

Office Space

FOR RENT

YARD SALE
(Inside Shop Beside House)
200 A.B. Lassiter Rd., 1st road on right past
East Elementary - watch for signs. (Rained
out last weekend - new items added)
Sat., July 7th • 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
753-6619
Early childhood teaching materials, books,
toys, high chairs, swings, girl's 10 speed, entertainment center, child's golf clubs, dishes,
kitchen items/appliances, full bedding, vacuum
cleaner, sewing machine & material, clothes
(M/W Lg.-XL, boy's blue jeans)

GARAGE
SALE
Saturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
1501 Sandy Pine
Women's clothing,
shoes, decorating
accessories,
Christmas
decorations,
games,
puzzles, books.

YARD
SALE
Sat., July 7th
8 a.m.-?
416 S. 9th St.
Household items,
furniture, clothes,
boys size 4T-7,
toys, prints, much
more.

Wee Runs
11th Children's
Consignment
Sale
July 26th-28th
Call Now To
Participate
You Keep 70%!
1-877-753-5551

Men, women & teen
girl's clothes,
Christmas dishes
craft items, bed
linens, old toys,
stuffed animals, bikes,
books, pictures, and a
whole lot more

YARD SALE
641 South to
Midway, turn on
1828. first road on
right, third house.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. to ?
Baby stuff, Home
Interior, Longeberger.
name brand cologne,
lamps, toys & lots
More.

YARD SALE
641 North to 1824,
go 2 miles. turn left
on Whitlow Lane
Fri. & Sat.
All Day
7 a.m. to ?
Lots of boy's & girl's
infant to toddler.
adult clothes, dishes,
knick knacks, Beanie
Babies, etc.

YARD SALE
Saturday Only
7 a.m. - ?
115 Greenview
Drive
121 S. -2 miles
to Meadow
Green Acres
Lots of items - old
& new clothes,
etc

YARD
SALE
1703 Keenland
Off S. 16th
Saturday
7 a.m. -Noon
Lots of stuff.

CARPORT
SALE
121 to Kirksey
past store on left.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-?
Baby items futon
bunk bed. Barbie
'terns, girls clothes,
misc items
Rain or Shine

Public Sale

LCAS IFIEDS"

(3 Party)
641 N. right on Radio Rd., right at Almo
Food Market (464) Brooks Chapel Rd.,
turn left 3/4 mile Independence Rd., 4th
house on right, follow signs.
Fri., Sat. & Sun.•8 a.m.-?
(NO EARLY BIRDS)
Name brand clothes, furniture, misc.
items. Something for everyone.

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Next to Stella
Grocery
Fri. & Sat.
July 6 & 7
31" TV, Pioneer
Rack System,
tools, mig welder,
pressure washer,
hunting & fishing,
household goods.

1370 Norsworthy
Road
(off Kirksey Hwy.)
July 6th & 7th
7 a.m. - ?

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

1612 Loch Lomond
July 6 & 7
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
TV, some antiques,
collectibles,
furniture, clothing,
kitchen items,
costume jewelry.
baskets, tools,
fishing equipment.

YARD
SALE
807 Nancy Drive
Sat., July 7
8 a.m. - Noon
Washer, dryer,
cherry dining room
set, toaster oven,
kitchen items,
clothes, etc.

YARD
SALE
408 N. 6th St.
Saturday
8 a.m.-?
Furniture, kids
clothes, dorm ref
microwave, toys.
lots of good stuff

GARAGE
SALE

Household items,
complete 10 gallon
aquarium, toys,
Pokemon cards,
bicycles, windmill,
much more
Priced to sell!

(3 Family)
Fri. & Sat.
2824 Cypress Rd.
From Murriy
take Hwy. 121
South to Big
Shamrock sign,
follow signs.

ESTATE
CARPORT
SALE
(BACKYARD)
804 Sha-Wa Court
Saturday
7 a.m.-?
Fishing equip.. sewing
supplies & materials
tools, some furniture
cookware. housewares
lots of misc

YARD SALE
(3 Family)
1104 Vine St.
Sat., July 7th
7:30 a.m. - Noon
Baby clothes 0-18
mos., women's
clothes, household
items, furniture,
toys

YARD SALE

priced cheap.

(4 Party)
606 S. 9th St.
Saturday
7 a.m. till ?
Toys, riding toys.
clothes - adult,
infant & toddler,
bedspreads &
shams, plants,
misc.

YARD
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

823 South 4th
Saturday
7 a.m.-7 p.m.
Lots of everything.

1555
Oxford Dr.

Sat., July 7th
7 a.m.-Noon
Rain or Shine
#4 Robins Court
(across from
Westside Baptist)
Just moved in,

Sat., July 7
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

Toys, tools, clothes,
music, computer
stuff, knick knacks
All new come see!!

Furniture, clothes.
baby toys.

410

410

Public Sale

MR.POSTMAN
Center • Murra, KY • 753-8400
w‘s w.mrpostman-plus.com

Public Sale

MOVING SALE
Thurs.-Sat.
Take 641,4 miles
South of Murray,
left on Green Plain
Rd. about 2-1/2
miles to 2615
Green Plain Rd.
Stove, refrigerator,
gas grill, bunk beds,
microwave cart and
much more.

GARAGE
SALE
1513 Kirkwood
Sat., July 7th
7 a.m. - ?
Rain last week.
Prices reduced
this week. Items
added, household,
books. clothes,
stuffed animals.

YARD
SALE
Sat., July 7
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
504 S. 9th
Kid's clothes,
furniture, bicycles,
wheelchair,
household items,
Earnhardt display
--81More.' •

GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Specific Hours
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
1207 Doran Rd.
Murray
Knick knacks and
household items,
toys and few
clothes. Mac Comp.
Tons of software.
Midi ready for piano
lessons.

MOVING
MUST SELL
1617-A Campbell
St.
Off 16th Street
near Moose Lodge
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
No Early Sales
Furniture, boy's &
women's clothes,
toy's. household
items and more.

MOVING SALE
639 Radio Rd.
(641 N. to Hwy.
1824)
Sat.•7 a.m.-??
Selling to bare essentials!! Nice toys, dishes,
bedding, knick knacks
& collectibles, antique
rope beds/dresser and
other great furniture,
clothing all sizes, shop
items & lots more!

Public Sale

We cater to
E-bay shippers
E-bay Elite Program.

410

BUILDING lot in restricted
subdivision plus 20 a Joint
acres. Room for horses. &
4 wheeling Located lust
outside of Paris city limas.
Close to country club..
(731)644-1585.
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

Farms For Sale

WYERNMENT SURPLUS AUCTISW
AT LBL JULY 14

Till

Tables, clothing
lots of odds
& ends

GARAGE SALE

More than 200 government surplus items will
be auctioned on Saturday. July 14 at Land
Between The Lake's maintenance complex.
including: radios, farm machinery, lawn
equipment, air conditioners. cameras and
video equipment. computers and a large varioty of other items. Viewing begins at 7 a.m
Live auction at 10 a.m. For complete listing of
items, visit www.southernregion.fs.fed.us/lbl
or call 270-924-2000.

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"
440
Lots For Sale

3 lots
12x50 bid water, septic
block from boat ramp
$13,000 0130 759-5945
436-6320
7 lots in Hazel Starting at
all amenities
$5.000
Great for doublewides
731-641-0197

3 acres in Almo Garage
30x30 well, & septic (2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967.
$27,500 Call 759-4189

12, 22 or 35 acres or 372
acres with 14x70 mobile
home 11 miles east of
Murray on Highland Road
Phone (270)753-7581

Acreage
31 acres Ponds, woods,
lendable acres. well, and
septic Several nice building sites. 550,000. Call
753-0171

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
460

460
Homes For Sale

490
Homes For Sate

1505 Doran Road Ext 4br,
2 bath, large den 24x24
large master bedroom
18x20, French doors to
large deck C/H/A gas
Must sell Reduced to
$103,000
753-5736 436-2320

•2BR one is a loft, lot o
wood inside, 30x10 coy
ered porch with hot tub
$45.000
•4br, 2 acres, some fenced
with barn Priced in low
$50
•3br Log Country Charmer
on KY lake with approx
3BR , 1 1/2 bath in town
2,715 sq. ft owner wants
All brick 3-car detached
an offer
garage or shop that is
Contact Velda Miller
heated & A/C RV parking
Grey's Properties
Beautiful $99,900
759-2001
Campbell Realty 759-8780
Of
3BR , 1 bath brick home in
753-1990(Home)
New Providence Approx
1 acre wooded lot wood
floors, outbuilding family- CHARMING 5yr old 5br.,
2112 bath, on woodeo lot.
oriented
neighborhood
Asking $56,000, price ne- Priced $10,000 under apgotiable 436-2878 or 753- praisal • at $145,900. Call
753-6098 after 530pm.
9988

EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick, double lot
town edge Call 753-4109
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper,
but everything new and
ready to move into 2br, 1
bath, carport, utility room
$39,900.
435-4632 or 559-8510
HOUSE for sale
.4br. 3 1/2 bath, upstairs
tec room, formal dining.
ventless FP. master suite
WI sep whirlpool & shower
4500 sq.ft
•3br, 2 bath, brand new,
covered porch front and
back, formal DR. split bdr
design 2600 sq ft
753-1500 after 5
or 559-2175
MUST Seef
Doll house in town 3br. 1
bath, large lot. $69.900
Call Campbell Realty
759-8780
NICE lake area 2/' 3 br
home. Community dock
and boat ramp. 304 Little
Oaks
Lane. S71 500
(270)436-2424.

HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER
216 WOODLAWN AVE.
Phone 753-5091
*2.000 square feet completely renovated, central gas heat/air
•3 bedrooms, 2 baths, open floor plan lamtly room with cathedra
ceiling. skylights wrap around deck
$78,000

470
Motorcycles & ATV's
1988 Yamaha 350 Moto 4
our-wheeler Runs good
and has been well maintained, excellent for hunting or trail riding $160000
OBO (270)436-5543

ILIP
imp
0o
/0

1988 Yamaha 350 Moto 4
four-wheeler Runs good
and has been well maintained, excellent for hunting or trail riding $1600 00
OBO (270)436-5543
1999 Harley Davidson
1200 Custom Sportster.
Black extra sharp, many
extras
garage
kept
510,000 OBO Includes
service manual & cover.
436-2882

YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit (not perfect;• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Global Mortgage Link
Getfl Piu kelt • Pat Buller • Jia quelvi
753-7407 • III N. 12th St. Suite It

1999 Polaris Explorer 400,
4x4, 4 wheeler $4,000
Call 759-3253 Leave a
message

1

111221
Sport Utility Vehicles

1556 Whippoorwill Circle
Custom executive home, nestled on a private cul-desac setting bordered by a tree-lined creek. The one-acre
park like lot ensures total privacy. Located in Martin
rratife sUhtfiVikliifis
Heights. one Of M-ttfray'gSt
*2,890 sq. ft. of living area
.3 bedrooms 2-1/2 bathrooms
'Huge media room on second floor
•Professicioally decorated
Available on a Lease-To-Own Option
Or For Rent

1997 Jeep Gran Cherokee
Laredo. new tires, premium sound: 4wd. 6 cyl, 96x
$10.800 753-1500 after 5
40.6592175 98 dodge Durango SLT,
4wd power everything, 3rd
seat. CD. 50K miles.
$14.500. 753-0522.

Used Trucks

1987 Pontiac Grand Am 2
door, V-6. 145,xxx miles
Blue book $1,875 Asking
$1.500 OBO 759-8072

996 F-150 Ford pickup
truck Eddie Baur trim, low
miles 4 speed with overdrive 753-5822
1997 Ford pick-up, gray,
4cyl, 5-speed. 57.000
miles, excellent condition
Call 753-5552.
1998 F-150 XL Flare side,
white, one owner, $10,500
753-0563.
2000 F-150, ext cab,
15,000 miles (270)7531500 after 5 or 559-2175
2000 Nissan extended
cab v-6 auto, all power
CD player Desert runner
pkg., new tires perfect
condition 65,xxx miles
$13,500 753-7443
91 5-10, runs great $2,500
OBO 436-5437
WILL trade Clean 83
Buick Sedan Needs engine work plus cash boot
for good running pickup
436-6321 Days

Corvette
Red
1988
w/black interior 98,xxx
miles, auto 753-3716
1991 Ford Escort GT 1 9-L
engine, 5-speed, 4-cyl
154,000 miles. still gets
2mpg city, 31mpg highway 4 new tires, new rear
struts. good shape, taken
care of $1500 270-3772807 or 759-4841
1991 Mitsubishi Montero
RS, V6. 3 liter, loaded,
new Michelin tires. struts &
CD player, 119 K miles
$6.800
(270)759-2075
OBO.
1997 Chrysler LHS P/S,
P/B, A/C, PNV, cassette,
78,000 miles $8495
753-8355
759-9854
1998 Dodge Stratus ES
White, P/L, P/W, air, alloy
wheels, new tires, tinted
Very sharp
windows
50,xxx miles Call 7595406 or visit www geocities com/dodgestratus98
97 Black Cavalier. 5speed, AC/CC, 93,000
miles (mostly highway)
CD player, tinted windows
Must sell ASAP
Call 753-5867
97 Toyota Camry 4-door, 4
cyl, auto, teal 56,xxx
miles, garage kept, dealer
non-smoker,
serviced,
clean, great mechanically.
$10,500 (270)753-4331

For More Information Call
753-1916 And Ask For Kathy or
Tammy In Classified Department.

1994 Tiger shark Montego
let-ski Less than 100
kours show room condition must see The trailer
was bought new in 1998
and has only been in the
water 6 times $2200 00
OBO (270)436-5543
1995 Rinker 23 ft Cuddy
Cabin Beautiful boat with
tamden trailer 759-5400

Services Offered

WE SERVICE
t •

r

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
A affordable all around
tree service, gutter cleaning, hauling. ed. 436-2867

Vans
1987 Ford Aerostar Mini
van. 138,000 miles. 5750.
753-1176.
1995 Mercury Villager. GS
loaded, 7 passenger excellent condition $5,500
OBO 759-1525 after 5PM

750,000 ON THE YARD
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
ACTORY DIRECT TO YOU

600
Used Trucks
*1983 Dodge Ram, 318, 8
cylinder, cruise, P/L, P/VV.
Good condition. 'Kirby
cleaner with all attatchments and rug shampooer.
753-4674.

VOWELL
8-SONS

'1990 Mazda 2200 truck
PS/PB air and cassette,
one owner, 25 miles per
gallon good condition
Call 753-6911

NIB

800-587-3828
Weekend Appointments Available

IBM=

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

-11
1111M
i
40eW:60211Fg
Your Ad Could Be
Here For Only
$150.00 Per Month!

530
WO=
&M

A affordable hauling, iunk
clean up. tree work, gutter
Boats & Motors
cleaning 436-2867.
A-1 Tree Service
1981 28tt Harrison PonStump Removal
toon 70 hp evinrude, no
492-8737,
railer. Good condition.
437-3044
474-8022.
Free Estimates
1988 V-170 Rinker. InAAA CUSTOM BUILT
board/outboard 4 cyl. .120 Decks, Home Additions,
Mercruiser w/trailer. Trol- Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
ling motor and depth find- Garages, Carports, Pole
er $5.000 436-2616
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
2-SEAT Jon boat, Fold Installed
& Finished. Qualidown seats, drink holder,
ty Workmanship. Affordalive well, motor included
ble Rates. Licensed.
753-9930 753-4218
753-7860 753-9308.

SSIIEC,j

Call 753-8356

ru'

Used Cars

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

nciertiumG & 11
Metal
Roofing
for houses,

barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning *Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home,
•Brick •All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drivev.,i•
David Borders

Phone 1270) 759-4734

Services Offered

Servioss011ued

AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling' Repairs'
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353_

CP'S Drywall Finishing
436-5931
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell Phone 853-4188
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters 753-2592

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales.
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in
'Driveways.'Parking lots.
'Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating, 'Stripping,
'Chip & seal
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
'Driveways
'Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock.
436-2113.
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free estimates 753-0600
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
We offer a complete line
of service including
*Lawn mowing,
*Landscaping,
•Bed mulching
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured
270-753-6772
270-759-4762

FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839
HANDYWORKi odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Give us a call Yes we
paint houses
Phone 436-5759
HOFFMAN'S
Irrigation & Lawn
Sprinklers
'Professional Systems
'Residential
"Commercial
'Free Estimates
Phone 759-4512
Fax 759-9425
Contact Tom or Steve
HOT!
Need your car air
conditioner repatrect9
Call J&D Motors
753-6988
203 S Cherry
Mon-Fri 8 00-5.00
Sat 1000-2 00
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*36 years experience
'Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors I shutters
•No lob too small
'Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

,-001111*

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Larnb•

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.
Plus...all other home improvements

,---17--"-Lamb Brothers
---N
Tree Service

'-jJi

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

&et, Estimates _ The Trimming
24 Hr Service

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

rCHRIS KROUP'S
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222

Cleanup Servo

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Pull/ Lamb
Removal

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wooden Sculptures'

For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

ResiticutinI1Cornmercial

at 753-1916

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Custom Furniture & Cabinetr‘
Antique Repair & Restoration

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
'Carpets 'Furniture
'Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates
'Wrinkle Repair
'Quick Drying

753-5827.
MATTS MOWING
759-2514
*Mowing 'Landscaping
'Gutter-Cleaning
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb Al
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
PAINTER
Will do inside or outside
painting 492-6278 Bill
PROFESSIONAL
landscaping by Red Maintenance Planting & custom
yard work Free estimates
767-9735
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
WEATHER-GUARD
WINDOW COMPANY
Exterior
Home Improvement.
'Replacement windows
'Vinyl siding,
'Metal roofing.
'Financing available
Call for appointment
Phone - Fax 759-4766
1-888-321-0818
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
437-4407
210-6268
Free Column
FREE black Lab female
ovable, spayed, 2 yrs old
good with kids, strangers.
cats Good guard dog
Housebroken,
(270)753-4331
Arr—
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HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, July
7.2001
Follow your idealism, and ultimately
you'll gain. Test out ideas on partners
who'll do their best to show you the pluses and minuses You don't want others to
agree with you just for the sake of agreement. Make a resolution to improve your
health without going to extremes
Emphasize improving your life rather
than settling If you are single, you will
want to bond with someone more' than
ever Someone special will enter your life
within a year. If attached, your relationship becomes more romantic. Schedule
frequent getaways. AQUARIUS understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have
5-Dynamic:
4-Positive,
3-Average, 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult

- therP,
g Lamb 13,„
=Moving=
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ARIES (March 21-Apnl 191
**** Follow a heartfelt desire and
work on making it a reality A fnend
pitches in with directions and ideas.
Adjust your plans for others. You might
want to reschedule a trip. especially if it
would be easier for all concerned. Relax
Tonight: Where your fnends are. of
.
•
Course.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
•
*** If your pace slowed this week,
you might be in the unfortunate position
of making up for lost time. An older relative certainly needs you Think of how
this person must feel. A partner sees that
you need help and pitches in. Tighten up
your spending. Tonight: In the limelight.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 201
***** You could be overly senous,
despite others' attempts to lighten you
up. Let your mind wander by listening to
some music or perhaps taking a drive
When out of your normal environment.
you start smiling again Friends delight
in seeing the smiling Twin Tonight.
Wherever there is music.
CANCER (June 2I-July 221
*** * Deal with someone directly
Clearly, another is delighted to hear from
you. Carefully review a situation that
involves your finances Also. think about
your mind-set You might feel overwhelmed and take a negative view Use
your ingenuity and you can solve a problem Tonight: Let someone wan on you
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
***** You- delight when a fnend
reveals pore Why not do the same" A
relationship intensifies as both of you get
to know — or reconnect with — each
other. Note anothers transformation Let

this person know of your deep respect
Open up. Tonight: Let someone ask.
VIRGO iAug. 23-Sept 221
*** Clear out a project that you have
been putting off for way too long.
Eliminate the burden from your shoulders. Carefully consider an opportunity
that involves a co-worker or friend.
Spruce•up your home office or your desk
area Tonight: Loll around.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 221
***** Your childlike spint emerges,
despite an attempt to be stern A child or
loved one knows how to make you laugh
and lighten up. Let yourself go, and share
more of yourself and your pastimes. A
call. provokes new plans. Worry less
Tonight: Put on your dancing shoes.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Family always remains your
highest pnonty. Don't minimize how
much a fnend or partner means in your
life. Invite others over for a cozy day at
home. Don't stress out, order in if need
be. or ask everyone to bring something.
Enjoy hosting a spontaneous gathering
Tonight: Entertain as only you can.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 211
***** Aim high, whether playing
tennis or some other sport. or when
courting a new loved one Fnends support you in your ventures, and you have
a strong sense of direction. Someone
might be slightly uptight. Don't take the
reticence personally. Tonight: Out at a
favorite spot.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be tired of overtime
and of working so hard Use today for
extra R&R,and recycle your perspective.
Giving yourself a break inspires you. Do
something uniquely "you " After all, you
deserve it. Tonight: Do nothing halfway.
AQUARIUS IJan 20-Feb 18)
***** You inspire others. as well as
yourself Express your thoughts without
worrying about others' judgments.
Though sometimes you might be "out
there- to some, you open doors for many
Friends surpnse you as plans change
quickly. Tonight: Do your thing
PISCES (Feb I9-March 201
** You don't always need to take the
lead In fact, if you want or need to. just
vanish Don't put yourself in a position
of having to please everyone Someone
you look up to reverses plans Your
instincts help you with this person Still,
hold back and don't trigger Tonight • Do
as little as possible.
BORN TODAY
Skater Michelle Kwan (19801. drummer
Ringo Starr (1940), designer Pierre
Cardin (1922)
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DR. GOTT

.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 40-year-old
daughter is manic-depressive. Several
times a year, she finds herself unable
to cope; she just wants to "run away."
Please don't tell me to talk to our family physician; he hasn't helped and I
need guidance.
DEAR READER: Manic depression,
now known as bi-polar mood disorder,
consists cf cyclic emotional swings of
excitementleuphoria alternating with
depression. The condition is believed
to haver* biochemical basis and is
easily treated with medicine, such as
lithium, under medical supervision.
The problem is getting patients to
take the medication; during the
euphoric- phase, they think they don't
need it and during the depressed period, they don't care.
Your daughter has correctly realized that something is wrong, yet she
may be afraid or unwilling to be seen
by a professional. I suggest that you
seek the services of a psychiatrist in
your community, or look for assistance from another doctor who is
familiar with mood disorders. Your
family physician, a community social
service agency or a municipal mental
health center can help you find the
appropriate resources, so that your
daughter can be treated rather than
. .
running away.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Mental and Emotional
Illness." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please explain
the procedure called marsupialization
of a Barth°lin gland cyst. I was diagnosed several years ago and the cyst
has progressively enlarged. For the
most part, it doesn't bother me but my
doctor recommends surgery to avoid
complications if the cyst becomes
infected_ I understand the technique
of making a pouch-like opening, but
all I can picture is a gaping hole that
will never close or heal. Can you ease
my mind?
DEAR READER': Cysts often
enlarge beneath the skin, leaving only

SUBSCRIBE

a small opening. They become gobletshaped and do not readily drain. In
such cases, surgery may be necessary
to remove material from the cyst
(before it becomes abscessed) and to
prevent recurrence.
Some surgeons prefer to remove
the cyst in its entirety. However, there
is a simpler procedure, called marsupialization, named after marsupials
(such as kangaroos) who carry their
young in a pouch. The skin over the
top of the cyst is lanced and the material within it is removed. Then, rather
than being closed with sutures, the
wound is left open to heal naturally,
thereby preventing re-accumulation
of the cyst's contents. With time, the
exposed "hole" heals in and shrinks,
leaving no more than a large dimple,
in most cases.
If your Bartholin gland cyst - a
growth at the vaginal opening - is
increasing in size, now may be the
time to attend to it. As it grows larger,
it can become infected or so large that
marsupialization is impractical. Thus,
by taking care of it now, your doctor is
quite properly trying to save you a
more extensive operation.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've always
weighed 120 pounds. Now I weigh 102,
crave sweets, have headaches and
continue to lose weight even though
my consumption of food hasn't varied.
What's going on?
DEAR READER: Sudden weight
loss, in the presence of normal or
increased appetite, is a red flag for
doctors because it can reflect several
diseases.
An overactive thyroid gland, for
instance, will often cause headache
and weight loss, along with nervousness and an intolerance to heat.
In addition, hidden cancers or
unrecognized infections are commonly related to unexpected weight loss,
as are malabsorption syndromes,
stress and anxiety.
I suggest that you see a doctor for
examination and testing.
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HE COULD
STAND ON HIS
HEAD AND HIT
50 STRAIGHT
BULL'S-EVES
IN A ROW

DO THE
ARMY TRY TO
USE HIM AS
A SNIPER'?

***

DEAR ABBY: One night I was in
a hotel room and browsing through
a magazine. In it was an article
about Finch College for Women in
New York City..The school is no
longer in existence, but I believe
their maxims are timeless. If you
agree, perhaps you will share them
with your readers.
ABBY FAN IN CALIFORNIA

NO, HE COULD ONLY SHOOT
STRAIGHT WHEN HE WAS
STANDING ON HIS HEA,D
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TODAY IN HISTORyj

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, July 6, the
187th day of 2001. There are 178
Partner bids One Heart,and indicates 17 or more points and days left in the year.
the next player passes.Whatwould interest in slam.It normally is based
Today's Highlight in History:
you respond with each of the on one oftwo types of hands: a hand
On July 6, 1944, 169 people
following four hands?
containing a strong suit, or a hand died in a fire that broke out in the
1.•KQ82 V J3•QJ42 4 AQ6 with excellent support for partner's main tent of the Ringling Brothers
2.4 75 V KQJ96•A83 4 A94
suit. Players who respond one spade and Barnum-and-Bailey Circus in
3.4 KQJ63 V A4•KQ72 4 K6 with this type of hand usually find
'Hartford. Conn..
4.•10 V Q8743•86 4 KJ952 that there's no good way to tell
On this date:
*
partner later on of their great slam
In 1535, Sir Thomas More was
1. Two notrump. This indi- potential, which is not expressed
cates a hand of 13 to 15 high-card properly by a simple one-spade re- executed in England for treason.
In 1885, French scientist Louis
points with notrump distribution sponse. The winning approach in
(4-3-3-3or 4-4-3 2)and stoppers in the long run is to send the slam Pasteur successfully tested an antirahie-cVaccine on-I-N)y Who had
the three side suits. The two- message right away.
notrump response thus tells partThe jump-shift does not commit been bitten by an infected dog..
ner precisely the type ofhand you your side to a slam. In the present
In 1957. Althea Gibson became
have, usually putting him in an case, for example, if partner's re- the first black tennis player to win a
ideal position to choose the best sponse to two spades were two- Wimbledon singles title, defeating
final contract.
notrump, you would bid three dia- fellow American Darlene Hard 6-3.
Some players prefer to respond monds. If partner now bid three 6-2. .
one spade with this type of hand. notrump,denying interest in a slam
Five ye.ars, ago: A Delta MD-88
While there is considerable merit for the second time, you would do
jetliner's left engine blew apart
to a one-spade response, the fact best to pass.
remains that two notrump is
4. Four hearts. This is a pre- during an aborted takeoff from
much more descriptive ofthe kind emptive bid, pure and simple. It Pensacola, Fla. sending metal
of hand you actually have than tells partner that you have a rea- pieces ripping into the cabin, killthe ambiguous one-spade re- sonably good hand if hearts are ing a mother and her son.
sponse, which could be based on trumps, but a rather poor hand
One year ago: The German paralmost any number of high-card defensively. Usually, the immedilianient offered a formal apology to
points and any type of distribu- ate leap to four is based on at least
forced laborers
tion. Simplest is best.
five trumps, about five to nine high- Nati-era slave and
setting
up a $5
bill
passed
a
as
it
2. Three hearts. Again, sim- card points and nearly always a
plest is best. Three hearts (forc- singleton or a void. The primary billion compensation fund. The
ing) tells partner you have at purpose of the bid is to try to shut body Of 19-year-old Cory Erving,
least four trumps and 13 to 15 the opponents out of the bidding. son of basketball star Julius "Dr.
points, which might or might not Thus, in the present case, there is a Erving. was found in his car at the
include distributional values. strong possibility that the enemy bottom of a Florida pond; .he'd
Partner carries on from there as can do well in four spades, and your been missing since May 28. Venus
his hand dictates.
four-heart bid will make it that much Williams beat her younger sister
3.Two spades.Thejump-shift more difficult for them to get there. Serena 6-2. 7-6 (3) to reach the
Wimbledon final; their singles
CROSSWORDS
match was the first between sisters
in a Grand Slam semifinal.
sound
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BUT SOON IT
HARVEST TIME

37 Red Sea
country
39 Foot soldiers
42 Take the bus
43 Writing fluids
44 Algerian
seaport
46 Youngster of
the comics
48 Hawaiian
instrument
51 DDE
52 Canonical
daily periods
for prayer
and devotion
54 Brood of
pheasants
55 Curved
letter
56 Demi Moore
film
57-Aviv

1 Fleetwood 4 Lighting
devices
9 Young man's
org
12- Jima
13 Harangue
14 Not at home
15 "-- Go to
Heaven"
17 - or reason
19 TVs Jay 20 Repast
21 Tin plate
23 Skinniness
27 Follows
orders
29 Winter
coaster
30 Roman 99
31 Jan , Aug
and Nov
32 Flower part
34 Before
35 Early part of
a period
(prefix)
36 - and
1

2

3
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4 Diving bird
5 Wine cask
deposit
6 Mothers
7 Liquid meas.
8 Calmly
9 He's Frank
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Home Delivery
$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

54

50

Romano
10 Total
11 Dined
16 - oneself
(do without)
18 "I've got to it to you"
20 Evil (Latin)
21 Oscar winner
of "My
Cousin Vinny"
22 Above
24 Chemical
compound
25 Fathered
26 Episode
28 Series of
smacks
33 Salamanders
34 Notable
36 Gritty matter
38 Relating to a
time
40 Penalties for
an offense
41 Ox harnesses
45 Iron coating
46 Expire
47 Approves
48 Card game
49 Caustic
substance
50 Lamprey
53 Exclamation

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.
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1 Ms Farrow
2 Pointed tool
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and Lee Pennington Review will be July 8 at 2:30
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Mrs. Helen Hodges will re
view selections from writings of
Stuart and Pennington.
Births reported include a boy to
Johnny and Charlotte Parker, June
8.
Forty years ago
Marcia Gail Chumbler, 19, Maystudent at Murray State Col-,
lege,- was chosen Miss Kentucky at
the pageant at Covington. She will
represent the state in the Miss UniVerse pageant at Miami Beach, Fla..
July 7.
Recent births reported at Murra\
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Ross, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Royce E. Futrell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Boggess, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Dale Erwin and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brandon.
Barbara Ray and Dan Harrell
were married June 24 •
Fifty years ago
OliVer C. McLemore Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. McLemorL
Sr. of Murray, is serving as a sighter
for the guns on the.USS Los Angeles now stationed in Korean waters.
Dot King and Gene Dal,:
Mohundro were married June 16.
A feature story about George H.
Pittman. 87, is published. The story
was written by Lochie Faye Hart.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. J.H. Wicker, June 27.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Williami
Hodge and a boy to me.. and Mrs
Roy Knight, June 28; a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Reldon Norsworthy, Jun,'
29.

Bidding Quiz

11:aoIIL...Vlvii
DANNY
5UMSTEAD,
THE
MARKSMAN

LOOKING BACK

DEAR FAN: I do agree. They
Ten years ago
DEAR ABBY: I just turned 2I
Fire destroyed the home of Dale
and am about to graduate from col- are thought-provoking and cerlege. I've been dating "Monroe," a tainly worth sharing - even and Linda Edwards on Kentucky
wonderful guy who treats me like a though the Finch may have Highway 121 South near Cypress
queen. We laugh together and have flown:
Resort on July I. and a barn, owned
a great time, and he seems to really
by Harley Barnett on Kentucky 464
FINCH SCHOOL MAXIMS
respect me.
(1) Believing in people usually on July 2.
My family adores Monroe. So
Births reported include a girl to
does everyone else who knows him. brings out the best in them.
(2) There is always another side; Darnell and Yolanda Tharpe, June
My problem is that I'm just not
head-over-heels in love with him, suspend judgment.
28; a girl to Millie and Jerry Lee, a
(3) There is always a solution to
and 1 can't figure out why.
girl to Robin and William Dowdy
Actually, I've been interested in every problem. Do not waste time
and a boy to Judy and Den*paanother guy, "Ruben," for more on self-pity.
bel, June 30; a girl to Martha and
(4)
Be
Your
actions
considerate.
than two years, but.we've always
been just friends. Last night I found affect others, and other people's David Noel, July I.
Mr. and Mrs. Euin Dick will be
the nerve to level with Ruben about feelings are just like your own.
(5) Be kind. Remember that married 65 years July 7.
how I feel.(He has a girlfriend, but
other people are as intuitive as you
I don't care.)
Tweuty years ago
Ruben said he's always been are, and judge you just as you do
Donna Herndon who served as
them.
interested in me, too, but since
COPE Director and CounProject
(6) Be sincere. In the long run
we're both dating other people, it's
Calloway County High
at
selor
everyone
will
find
you
out
and
judge
really not an option. In fact, he
School since 1978, has begun her
came right out and said he's happy you by your true self and not by
new duties as director of alumni afwith his girlfriend right now. I'm your pretensions.
(7) Snobbishness of any kind is a
still crazy about him, but I guess
fairs at Murray State University.
that's a had idea since he has a girl- sign of limitation.
A low bid of $107,978 by Mur(8) Remember that recreation
friend.
Paving Company to pave the array
What should I do, Abby? Stick must be to re-create for work.
eas
of the three elementary schools,
(9) Remember that you must be
with Monroe (Mr. Wonderful) and
North and Southwest, was acEast.
pray I'll fall in love with him, or worthy and capable of love to be
this morning at a special
cepted
able
to
give
or
to
keep
it.
wait it out for Ruben (Mr. Dream
(10) Remember that you have a
meeting of Calloway County Board
Man)?
'TOTALLY CONFUSED soul just as you have a body and a- of Education.
social self. Do not starve it.
Murray-Calloway Swim Team
***
DEAR CONFUSED: Monroe
won 396 to 230 over Paducah Swim
may be "Mr. Wonderful," but
Team at Murray-Calloway County
CONFIDENTIAL TO ROSE
he's not the one for you. Rather PHILLIPS IN MINNEAPOLIS:
Park pool.
than trying to force yourself to Happy birthday to our beloved
Thirty years ago
fall in love with him, the honor- matriarch - the dearest grandMurray State University has
able thing would be to level mother anyone could wish for.
been awarded a $9,500 federal grant
with him so he can find a girl
JEANNE
who can love him without
for partial financing of a year-round
4**
reservation.
community recreacomprehensive
Dear Abby is written by Pauline
If Ruben was seriously inter- Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
tion program for Murray and Calloested in you, he wouldn't be
way County, according to Dr. Chad
telling you how happy he is
Stewart, chairman of department of
with his girlfriend - so don't
health, physical education and rechold your breath waiting for
reation.
him to come around.
The smartest thing you could
do is to get back into circulaCONTRACT BRIDGE
tion, because you haven't met
"Mr. Right" yet.

Copyright 2001. Newspaper Enterprise Assn

MAN WITH -rHe
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DEAR ABBY

Rest of KY/TN
(Puryear, Buchanan & Paris)

$65.00
$80.00
$110.00

3 mo.
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1 yr

Other Mail Subscriptions
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Redbird Report

Racers will play
on Sports South
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Ohio Valley Conference has
released its five-game Fox Sports
Net South television package for
the 2001 football season, and the
slate includes Murray State's game
at Eastern Illinois.
MSU and E1U will meet Nov.
17 at 2:30 p.m. in Charleston, 111.
It will be the fifth time in the
last six years that the Racer football team has been featured at
least once on Fox Sports Net
South.
"I'm very pleased that Fox and
the OVC have decided to televise
our football team this fall," said
Racer head coach Joe Pannunzio.
"This is exciting for our players,
our coaching staff and our entire
university. Television is great exposure for our athletic programs."
The Nov. 17 game will be the
regular-season finale for both teams.
The Panthers, which finished sec-

File Photo

CABLE MAN. Head coach
Joe Pannunzio and his Racers will be featured on Fox
Sports Net South Nov. 17.
ond in the OVC a year ago, is
the likely preseason favorite heading into the 2001 OVC season.
"Eastern Illinois is very strong

this year and should be the favorite
in our league,- said PannunZio.
"If things fall into place for us
this season, hopefully that game
on Nov. 17 is for the OVC championship."
Other OVC-. games to be televised by Fox Sports Net are: Tennessee Tech at Samford on Sept.
15, Eastern Illinois at Eastern Kentucky on Sept. 22, Tennessee Tech
at Eastern Illinois on Sept. 29 and
Tennessee Tech at Eastern Kentucky
on Oct. 20.
, The Racers open the 2001 season Sept. 1 against Southeastern
Conference power Mississippi
before opening their home slate
Sept. 8 versus Illinois State,coached
by former MSU head coach Denver Johnson.
Murray will also face North
Alabama, Southern Illinois, Tennessee Tech, Eastern Kentucky,
Southeast Missouri State, Tennessee
State and Tennessee-Martin.
FLYING HIGH...St. Louis hurler Darryl Kile allowed six hits and struck out eight in
eight-plus innings as the Cardinals defeated Milwaukee 5-2 Thursday at Miller Park.

Kile lifts Cards 5-2
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Dar"Before he went out then: pitching problems. He gave up
ryl Kile couldn't wait to face before the ninth, he said he was five runs, four earned, and nine
Milwaukee, and not just because starting to feel a little tight or hits in just 3 2-3 innings.
the Brewers are in a collective however he described it, so that's
"Thee are opportunities I perwhy I didn't give him that much sonally can't let slip away," Peterhitting slump.
Kile-was given an extra day's leash,- La Russa said.
son said.
rest before allowing six hits in
Left-hander
Steve
Kline
Things are going so bad for
eight-plus innings as St. Louis relieved Kile and struck out left- the Brewers that they had to
beat Milwaukee 5-2 Thursday.
handed sluggers Geoff Jenkins recall right-hander Allen LevThe right-hander, whose start and Jemmy Burnitr, before Mike rault from Indianapolis to start
was-mosed back a -day-because-4414in -got the.- 44i4a4--out---fof-h-i-s; --Friday----in -San -Francisco- Lev
rault was demoted over the weekof a stiff back, struck out eight second save.
Rookie Kerry Robinson took end -land didn't even pitch at
and didn't walk a batter.
"My _job is to get ready to advantage of a rare start with three Indianapolis.
-We were hoping to piece it
go when they say it's my turn," hits, two runs and an RBI for
Kile said. Wednesday. "was my the Cardinals, who handed the together until the All-Star break,
turn. I told them I was ready to free-falling Brewers their ninth and obviously that hasn't happened." Brewers manager Davey
go. They wanted to give me an loss in II games. -Whenever Tony gi‘ es me an Lopes said. "Again, we'll. start
extra day. So I missed my first
opportynity to play. 1 ha\e to .Allen tomorrow and we'll see
start in 10 years."
Cardinals manager Tony La go out there and play like it's what we get out of Allen. But
Russa tried_ however, to get Kile the last game of the World'Series.- this is something that we've
addressed and I don't know if
19-6) his second complete game Robinson said.
Right-hander Kyle Peter'oiì I - vse ha‘e any options left, to be
(II the year and 28th of his
with you. We'll just have
honest
h
career. But he pulled him after 2), recalled from Triple-A Indi
to make the best of what we
Mark Loretta's single leading off anapolis before the game. was
n't the ,ilution to the Brew el,
the ninth

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo

DO IT THIS WAY...John Bahling of the Columbus, Ohio-based Pride Fastpitch Academy works with Lady Fury pitchers Lindsay Miller (left) and Brandi Cavannah during
the academy's softball clinic Thursday at Chestnut Park. Bahling is a former offensive coordinator for the Murray State football team under head coach Mike Gottfried.

Big Mac talks retirement

Williams to play for title
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Venus Williams spent time she
could have used for practice in
other pursuits — shopping. reading and playing with her dogs.
Imagine how dominant she'd
be if she devoted those preciouS
moments to tennis. But she finds
practices boring and plays fewer
tournaments than most top players.
'
That lukewarm attitude hasn't
blocked her bid to become the
first woman to win back-to-back
Wimbledon championships sinceSteffi Graf in 1995-96.
"If I practice more, then maybe
I would have had a better (early)
part of this year," she said. "But
that's OK. I had a good time whatVENUS WILLIAMS
ever I was doing."
ranked ninth in the world, ended
Williams, who has played in only 'Jennifer Capriati's bid. for the first
seven other tournaments this year Grand Slam sweep since Graf won
and won just one, could have more the four major tournaments in
fun Saturday when she meets Jus- 1988.
tine Henin for the title.
Capriati, ranked fourth, lost 2semifinals
Friday's
men's
6, 6-4, 6-2 on Thursday. But, like
matched 1992 Wimbledon cham- Williams, she knows there are
pion Andre Agassi with 2000 runmore important things than hitting
ner-up Patrick Rafter and threea fuzzy yellow ball in front of
time runner-up Goran Ivanisevic politely clapping Britons.
with local favorite Tim Henman
"It's really not a big deal to
of Britain.
lose a tennis match. There's a lot
Henin. a 19-year-old Belgian

VOrgs ray
1510 Chestnut St
759-3663

worse things that can happen."
said Capriati, who can handle the
end of her 19-match Grand Slam
winning streak after enduring a
shoplifting arrest and a stay in a
drug rehab center.
Henin also had off-court trout
bles. She was 12 when her mother died of cancer, and she is
estranged from her father.
And Lindsay Davenport, the
1999 champion who lost to
Williams in last year's final and
again in 'Thursday's semifinal, has
come too close to real tragedy
Her doubles partner. 2.4-yearold Corina Morariu. was diagnosed
with leukemia that doctors said
last week is in remission

rAP) — Mark \leGwire, stuck in
ST. LOt
the wort slump of. his career, is wondering if
the end of his brilliant career is near.
McGwire. in an 0-for-29 rut, told the St. Low,
Post-Dispatch in an article today that he doesn't
expect to' be bad: at full-strength from a knee
injury for at least a year.
When asked if that could lead to his retirement and the end of the season, MeGwire said:
"Good question. You talk to people about it and
they say. 'You're not done. You're not done.'
I think I'm still realistic. You have to look yourself in the mirror. There will be a day when you
have to say, 'I don't have it anymore."
The 37-year-old first baseman said he was
"embarrassed- about the slump that has dropped
his average to .183. But he also said he hoped
the second. half of the season wouldn't he the
end of his career.
Two other baseball greats — Baltimore's ('al
ha‘e
Ripken and San Diego's Tony Gwynn

Drivers remember Earnhardt at Daytona
DAYTONA BEACH, Ha. (AP)
— Rusty Wallace recalled the exgbisite relief he felt the last time he
raced at Daytona after dodging the
careening cars and coming out the
other side of the wre.ck unscathed.
Then, he relived the sadness of
the wreck that killed Dale Earnhardt.
"I remember that melee,- Wallace said Thursday. "I was in the
middle. Earnhardt shot across my
bow. I got on through and said,

'Whoa, this is cool, the world just the night we left here.- cat ow net
opened up. I didn't know he had Robert Yates said. "He helped build
our sport. so the best ,thing we
been killed in that corner."
do to honor him is to do it
Earncan
since
the
first
time
For
hardes death in ihe-Tinal lap of The way' he did."
The Pepsi 400 is Saturda'‘ and.
the Daytona 500. Wallace and the
rest of the NASCAR family is as the drivers return. the.s come
back at Daytona_Once again. back to a different track -- a difthey're all being confronted with ferent sport.
Most notably. they'se lost their
the realities of a sport with a premost colorful, independent character
ciously thin margin for error.
'We miss him, and to conic to in a sport that has become-more
Daytona certainly reminds us of buttoned-down and businesslike as

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

• ,1-16 - "
•
)1. s13.95
(-On most cars & trucksi

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

-&
-re
w!.

Acwisfi(iats

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
1440PY

already annouiked that they will retire at the end
of the sear.
.N1,;(1,A ire signsd a two-Near contract extension
Larlier this season that will pay
him $30 Million in 2002-03. But
he told the 'paper Thursday,."I
don't want to cheat the team:
"A lot of .people don't give
a damn." he added. "A lot of
players' don't have pride-. A lot
ot players just play for the
money and they don't care and
they just go home. But I go
home. and I can't sleep. I get
McG WIRE
paid a lot of money to do what
I do and I'm not doing it.Mc( iwire k.-apti‘ated baseball in 1998 when he
broke Roger Mans' single-season homer record
bs hitting 70. He followed that by hitting 65 the
nest season, raising speculation that he could
threaten !Link Naron's career record of 755

96 East Main Street • 753-5606

as grown exponentially over
it
the past decade,
The.s also lost the rival they
respected the most, and one of
the tew athletes in any sport who
simpis couldn't be ignored.
"There have been many' times
this year when I've looked in my
Mirror waiting for him to collie
up and give me a tap or something." Bobby Labonte said. "No
one will eVer realize how much
he is missed

Auto Loans

Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have been turned
down before.
Loans available for bad credit, divorced and bankruptcy buyers.
No Co-Signers Needed
Call Ruthie or Dennis

753-2222 or 1-800-992-7334 24 hrs.

__ (across from Toyota of NliirraN
Auto CreditMax
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Locals prepare for
home tournaments

ROCKED.. Reliever John Rocker (left) suffered his first blown.
save as a Cleveland Indian Thursday as the visiting Boston
Red Sox rallied from four runs down to win 5-4.

Red Sox stun Tribe
By The Associated Press
For six innings. Boston couldn't even manage a hit. When it
mattered most, John Rocker couldn't get the Red Sox out.
Jose Offerman hit a two-out,
two-run single in the ninth inning
off Rocker as Boston rallied from
four runs down to beat the Cleveland Indians 5-4 Thursday night.
"We were totally beat." Boston's
Dante Bichette said. "We've had
a lot of comeback wins. but this
is the best of the year. We couldn't get a hit and then we had
one opportunity and took it."
The Red Sox didn't get a tat
for the first six. innings off Bartolo Colon before scoring once in
the seventh, twice in the eighth
on Trot Nixon's homer and twice
—aloft in iliemnth
come-from-behind *in this year.
In other AL games, it was NC
York 6, Baltimore 3; Minnesota
12, Chicago 2: Texas 14. Seattle
2; Anaheim 5, Oakland 2. Detroit
7. Kansas City I; and Toronto 7.
Tampa Bay 4.
Juan Gonzalez hit a three-run
homer as the Indians appeared to

Paducah
fends off
Post 236
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Brian Asher went 3-for-3 with
a double to pace the Calvert City
Post 236 offense. but it wasn't
enough as Paducah Post 31 held
'on for a 4-2 victory in American
Legion baseball action Thursday
•
at Reagan Field.
The visitors (16-4) opened with
a run in the first inning and two
more in the second before Asher
drove in a run in the bottom of
the fourth as Calvert City (9-18)
cut the margin to 3-1.
Paducah score once more in
the sixth before Post 236 pulled
within 4-2 and loaded the bases
with two outs against Post 31
pitcher Adam Carrico.
But the reliever struck out Todd
Broker on A 3-2 pitch to end the
rally and tossed a scoreless
enth to earn the save.
Calvert City will visit thkensboro today at 7 p.m. before returning to Reagan Field Saturday for
a 1 p.m. doubteheader against the
River Region Post 3 team from
Ballard County.

be headed for an easy win with
Colon taking a 4-0 lead into the
seventh.
But the Red Sox loaded the bases
in the ninth on a pair of one-out
hits and an intentional walk. Offerman then ripped a 1-1 pitch through
the middle, scoring Mike Lansing
and Chris Stvne.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Staff Report
teams in the USSSA 11-under
Murray Ledger & Times
'AAA' division of play.
Youth baseball fans will get
This will be the Mud Dogs'
one of their last chances to see last tournament before they travtwo of the more successful local el to Overland Park, Kan. in two
traveling teams play when the weeks for the USSSA 'AAA'World
Murray Mud Dogs and the Mur- Series.
In the 13-under event, the action
ray Magic host separate tournawill start with the Magic's douments in Murray this weekend.
The Mud Dogs will host five bleheader today at 6 p.m. at Murother teams, including a strong ray's Central Park fields. The
Memphis (Tenn.) Tigers club, in Magic, currently the country's topthe Freedom Fest 11-under tour- ranked team in USSSA 'AAA'
nament at the Old City Park field. play, has compiled a 37-23 mark
Play starts today at 5:30 p.m. this season.
The Freedom Fest event is the
when the Paducah Storm faces the
Tigers. The second game of the final tune-up before the Magic
tripleheader will pit the Marshall heads to Broken Arrow, Okla. next
County Rage against the Christ- weekend for the USSSA 'AAA'
ian County Reds at 7:15 p.m. The World Series for 13-under clubs.
nightcap features the host Mud
Joining Murray in this event
Dogs against the Donelson Wild- are the Bethalto (111.) Eagles, the
cats from Nashville, Tenn. at 9 Anna-Jonesboro (Ill.) Braves, the
p.m.
Boonville (Ind.) Bulls, the EvansThe first of six games starts at ville (Ind.) Pit Bulls and a club
10 a.m. on Saturday. The top two from Madisonville.
squads from each of the threeMurray faces Madisonville at
team pools will advance to Sun- 6 p.m. and A-1 at 8 p.m. today.
day's semifinal action beginning Saturday play in the 13-under diviat 1 p.m. First pitch for the cham- sion begins at 9 a.m. and conpionship game will be around 5 cludes with a 9 p.m. game. The
p.m.
Magic will play at 5 p.m. against
The Mud Dogs bring their 37- Evansville.
11 record and 2001 USSSA State
Semifinal contests start at 10
Champion credentials to the event. p.m. Sunday with the title game
Murray has won four straight tour- planned for around 2:30 p.m.
naments and is currently ranked
Admission for both tournaments
fourth nationally among over 800 is $3 for adults.

Haverstock and Stiller
Insurance Agency

State Auto

Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Lindy Suiter

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Philadelphia
48
36
571
47
Atlanta
37
559
42
Florida
43 494 6 1/2
New York
37
12
49
430
Montreal
424 12 1,,2
36
49

AMERICAS LEAGUE
East Division
w
L
Pct. GS
50
New York
33 602
—
Boston
595
50
1/2
34
45
471
40
Toronto
11
39
45
464 11 1/2
Baltimore
25
Tampa Bay
60
294 26
Central Division

Central Division
W
L Pct, GB
49
34
590
Houston
4
45
38
542
42
St Louis
7
41 .506
40
Milwaukee
9
43 .482
Cincinnati
33
51
393 16 1/2
Pittsburgh
32
17
51
386
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
51
33 607
Los Angeles
47
38 .553 4 1/2
San Francisco
45
40 .529 6 1/2
Colorado
45
464
39
12
39
San Diego
46
459 12 1/2
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati 7, Pittsburgh I
Montreal 9. Florida 6
St. Louis 5. Milwaukee 2
Colorado 4, San Diego 0
Chicago Cubs 13, N Y Mets 4
Atlanta 9, Philadelphia 5
Houston 5, Arizona 1
San Francisco 3, Los Angeles 2

Chicago

Minnesota
Cleveland
Chicago
Detroit'
Kansas City

W

L

52
47
39
35
34

32
35
43
46
50

West
Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

Pet. GB
619
573
4
.476
12
432 15 1/2
405
18

Division

61
41
39
34

L
23
43
45
50

Pct.
726
.488
464
405

GB
20
22
27

Thursday's Games
Anaheim 5. Oakland 2
Detroit 7. Kansas City 1
Toronto 7. Tampa Bay 4
Boston 5, Cleveland 4
N Y Yankees 6, Baltimore 3
Minnesota 12. Chicago White Sox 2
Texas 14, Seattle 2

GOT SCORES? CALL 753-1916

A FREE PHONE
WITH

UNLIMITED
NIGHT AND WEEKEND MINUTES
CAN BE cifrie./)(y 70t4VS.

This offer gives you more time to talk all you want.
SUNCO \I CITIES PLAN sign up for the SunCom Cities Plan today and get unlimited

N
\IGHTS

Night and Weekend minutes with
nationwide long distance included for just $35. We'll even throw in a free Nokia 5165 handset
when you sign up for an annual agreement. The'SunCom Cities Plan is good whether you're in
E. your hometown or on the SunCom digital network in any one of over 250 SunCom Cities—from
WEEKENDS/$3j
the Gulf Coast to the Great Lakes! What could be simpler than that? SunCom. Simply yours.

miTED

A MEMBER OF THE AT&T WIRELESS NETWORK

S

UnCOMSiAlai iokrs

1-800-§UNCOM-1

ATO

SportsBriefs
PADUCAH, Ky — T.J Hargrove
of Hazel placed 17th in the boys'
13-14 age division Tuesday at Kenny
Perry's Country Creek Junior Classic. a KGA-PGA Pepsi Junior Golf
Tour event
Hargrove shot an 18-hole score
of 86 to finish 17 strokes behind
Chris Griffin of Paducah. who defeated Jared Roberts of Paducah by one
stroke
The Kirksey Ball Park is hosting
a co-ed slow-pitch softball doubleelimination benefit tournament July
12-14 The tournament is open to the
first eight. teams that pay the $125
entry fee, with the winning team
receiving its entry fee as the championship prize
Players are eligible to be on more
than one roster for the tournament
For more information or to register.
call Mel Stroup at 753-3296 or Dianna Phillips at 270-527-2072

-•insmer

SunCom Store:
Paducah
3420 Park Avenue
(across from Park Ave. Chrysler)

Also available at:

Murray

ABC Digital Communications

310 N. 12th Street

(next to Kountry Kastle)
270-442-7979

270-762-9990

Cell Tech

270-444-0104

Cellular Accessory
Connection
Ledbetter
270-898-7379

ONO*
I.

0

CIRCUIT CITY.

On Kentucky Oaks Mall)
270-575-5444

www.SUNCOM1.com
20013unCom. RequWes credit approval, activation.fee, annual contract, a .cancellationi fee of $12.50 for each month remaining in commitment and a digital multi-network
phone. Not available in all areas. Rates do not apply to credit card calls. Airtime for each call is rounded up to the next full minute. Monthly•inctuded minutes cannot be carried
over into any other month and must he. used in the SunCom Cities Coverage Area. Roaming and long distance charges apply outside this area. Additional minute charges, other
restrictions, charges, surcharges and taxes apply. Coverage available inmost areas. Subject to Welcome to SunCorn. Terms and Conditions and rate plan brochures. May not be
available„with other offers. Nokia 5165 offer available for a limited time only. Evening hours are 8:00 pm to 7:00 am. Weekend hours are Friday 8:130 pm to Monday 7:00 am.

